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Signy, the British Antarctic Survey's biological station in the South Orkneys, amid
the ice and snow of winter. The station was established in the 1963-64 season on
Signy Island, named after Mrs Signy Soelle, wife of a Norwegian whaling captain.
Coronation Island is in the background. bas photo
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Because of unusual ice conditions this season the CIROS I drill site has been
abandoned. The drilling rig and team have been moved to the CIROS II site in
Ferrar Inlet and the drilling has started.

NEW ZEALAND PLANS
FOR SEASON
Two major objectives in New Zealand's Antarctic research
programme for the 1984-85 season will be the first stage of the
Cenozoic Investigations in the Ross Sea (CIROS), a long-term off
shore drilling project in McMurdo Sound, and participation in a co
operative West German-New Zealand-United States expedition into
Northern Victoria Land. The first is designed to drill two holes into
the seabed of McMurdo Sound off Butter Point in New Harbour; the
second will cover, with West German and United States air support,
geological research into ranges of the Bowers and Victory Mountains,
and biological work in the Terra Nova Bay region.
Another visit will be made this season to Hallett Station, the joint
United States-New Zealand base established at Cape Hallett in 1957
and closed early in 1973. The purpose will be to minimise the effects
of past human habitation by the removal of deteriorating building
materials and equipment, and cleaning up the site.
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Once again international co-operation
will be a feature of this summer's pro
gramme. New Zealand scientists and
support staff will work in the field with
guest scientists from the United States,
Britain, West Germany, Japan, and
Australia. They will take part in or sup
port United States and Japanese
research in the dry valleys and on Mt
Erebus. Four Japanese geochemists will
continue studies of lakes in the dry
valleys and other guest scientists from
Brazil, the People's Republic of China,
and Peru, have been invited to par
ticipate in the season's activities.
This season the New Zealand pro
gramme will call on up to 250 scientists
and field and base support staff in more
than 40 projects. Most of the field work
will be done in the McMurdo Sound-dry
valley region, and on Ross Island. But in
Northern Victoria Land New Zealand
geologists will work with scientists from
West Germany, the United States, and
Australia, and biologists from New
Zealand and Britain will work with
United States and West German air sup
port in the Terra Nova Bay region, and
on the active volcano, Mt Melbourne.
To the south geophysicists will take part
in a United States geophysical traverse
of the Transantarctic Mountains.

DSIR), Ministry of Works and Develop
ment, Meteorological Service, Depart
ment of Lands and Survey, and the
Commission for the Environment, will
work on a wide range of projects. An
Army construction team will join staff
from the Antarctic Division and
MOWD in the Scott Base rebuilding
programme, Post Office staff will
operate the Scott Base post office and
communications summer and winter,
and aerial installations will be checked
by Post Office riggers during the season.
CIROS, the largest project in the pro
gramme, is co-ordinated by the Antarc
tic Division and Victoria University of
Wellington, and United States and
Japanese scientists will also take part.
The main purpose is to drill four holes in
two seasons throuigh the seabed of
McMurdo Sound to depths of between
280m and 500m to recover a stratigraphic record of the sediments in the
sound. The marine glacial sequence is
known to go back 50 million years. If
the condition of the sea ice and other
factors prevent the drilling team from
starting CIROS I, which is 12km east of
the base camp at Butter Point, the
operation will be continued at the
CIROS II site in Ferrar Inlet, New
Harbour.

All the continuous long-term seismic,
geomagnetic, ionospheric, and meteoro
logical programmes will be maintained
at Scott Base. The Meterological Service
will extend its solar radiation pro
gramme this season by installing
additional instruments, including a
semi-permanent screen at Cape Bird for
summer recordings. A pilot trace gas
measurement project will be started this
summer. Air sampling flights will be
made by helicopter to obtain samples
for analysis of light hydrocarbons,
carbon monoxide, and fluorocarbons.

Logistic preparations for the project
began early in August when recon
naissance parties from the Scott Base
winter team made trips across McMurdo
Sound to measure ice thickness and plan
a safe route to the camp built at Butter
Point last season. On the first trip the ice
was found to be too thin for safe travel
ling — only 18cm thick in places — and
on another trip ice blocks up to 45cm
high damaged the vehicle tracks and
forced the party to turn back when
17km from Butter Point.

Scientists from five universities will
undertake a number of field research
)rojects listed elsewhere in this issue.
Men and women from the Antarctic
Division, Marine and Freshwater
Sciences Division, Geophysics Division,
Geological Survey, Ecology Division,
Physics and Engineering Laboratory (all

An advance party led by the winter
O.I.C., Eric Saxby, made a return trip
to Butter Point on August 25 to map out
a route and inspect the camp. The
buildings were in good condition with
drifted snow 1.5 to 1.8m around them.
Six members of the CIROS team left
Scott Base on September 4 to prepare
the camp for the arrival of the rest of the
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crew. On their 50km journey across the
sea ice they were accompanied by a
bulldozer team with three sledges which
established an ice road to the camp.
Scientists from Victoria University led
by the CIROS scientific co-ordinator,
Dr Peter Barret, and the drilling team,
went south in the third week of August
on the United States Winfly flights, and
by the middle of this month the move
ment of men and equipment to Butter
Point was almost complete. Prepara
tions for drilling the first hole were
under way later in the month. Five
United States and Japanese scientists
will analyse core samples when drilling is
in progress.
More than 50 scientists will take part
in the co-operative programme between
the Federal Republic of Germany, NewZealand, and the United States, in
Northern Victoria Land. Field opera
tions will begin late next month and con
tinue to the end of January. The United
States and New Zealand will provide
logistic support for the movement of
helicopters, aircraft, and field teams
between New Zealand and Antarctica,
and McMurdo Station and Terra Nova
Bay.
Staging area for the co-operative pro
gramme is Gondwana Station, estab
lished by the West German expedition
on the shore of Gerlache Inlet, Terra
Nova Bay, in the 1982-83 season. The
United States will provide support by
Hercules ski-equipped aircraft to put
parties in the field, and fuel to assist in
opening the station for this summer.

section of the Transantarctic Mountains
and the Ross Sea with which two VUW
geophysics students will be associated.
These aircraft will be ferried from West
Germany to McMurdo Station by way
of Chilean and British Antarctic bases
and the United States Amundsen-Scott
South Pole Station.
BGR scientists will use the Dornier
228s to conduct aeromagnetic surveys
from Gondwana Station and McMurdo
Station. The aircraft and the helicopters
will also transport field staff and pro
vide base camp support.
New Zealand's main research project
in Northern Victoria Land where its
scientists have worked since 1958, will
be the study of geological evolution of
the area. Dr John Bradshaw, of the
University of Canterbury geology
department, will lead the team of New
Zealand, West German, and United
States geologists which will work in the
Millen and Lanterman Ranges. The aim
will be to attempt to throw new light on
the relationship between Northern Vic
toria Land, Tasmania, mainland
Australia, and western New Zealand.
Dr Laurence Greenfield, of the
University of Canterbury botany depart
ment, will lead a team of New Zealand
and Australian biologists to make
biological and biochemical studies in
Terra Nova Bay and on Mt Melbourne.
Its operations will be in association with
GANOVEX IV, which will provide
helicopter support for camp moves to
Inexpressible Island, the Northern
Foothills, and Mt Melbourne.

West German and New Zealand
scientists will be flown south next month
by United States Air Force Starlifters
which will also transport three
Aerospatiale 350 Squirrel helicopters.
These will be used by GANOVEX IV,
the name of the aeromagnetic, geo
physical, and geological programme to
be conducted by the Federal Bureau of
Geosciences and Natural Resources
(BGR).
Two specially-equipped Dornier 228
twin-engine ski aircraft will be used by
BGR for its main project — an airborn
geophysical programme over a cross-

Cores from the CIROS project will be
studied by Vaughan Williams, of the
New Zealand Geological Survey, to
determine the petrophysical and
lithological nature of both cored and
uncored intervals from the Cenozoic
and possibly late Cretaceous sedi
mentary sequence to be drilled during
the programme. He will make a petro
physical and petrological analysis of the
core.
A review of Hallett Station, the joint
United States-New Zealand base
established in 1957 and closed early in
1973, was started last season to decide of
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the station's future use for research.
This season the review will be continued
by four New Zealanders who will spend
two months on the removal of building
materials and equipment, clearing up
the site and landscaping it.
In mid-November the four men, Ron
Garrick (leader) who has served
previously at Scott Base and Vanda
Station, Keith Whitehead, who was at
Hallett last season, Dave Miller and
Mike Dowden, will be flown to Cape
Hallett, which is 643km north of Scott
Base, by way of the West German
Gondwana Station in Terra Nova Bay.
A six-berth emergency shelter will be left
at the abandoned station when the team
is picked up by the United States Coast
Guard icebreaker Polar Star.
A study of iceberg distribution in the
Ross Sea started last season will be con
tinued this summer by a team from the
Commission for the Environment and
the Physics and Engineering
Laboratory, lead by Dr Harry Keys.
With him will be the Deputy Commis
sioner for the Environment, John
Gilbert, and Dennis Fowler (PEL).
ICE TRAVEL
Starting late in October the two Scott
Base dog handlers Alasdair Roy
(1983-84) and Kevin Conaglen (1984-85)
will provide support for the team which
will travel by dog sledge up the coast of
Victoria Land on fast sea ice as far as
Cape Hickey (76deg 05min S/162deg
38min E) to establish a series of camps
from which all icebergs with a 20-25km
radius will be measured. After the sea
ice journey bergs in the Ross Sea will be
photographed at the same time as the
aerial census of penguin colonies from
the Hercules returning to New Zealand.
Between late December and midJanuary the team will monitor sea ice
movements and iceberg drift tracks
from a camp on Mt Bird, Ross Island.
The purpose of the whole study project
is to obtain data on the precise size and
shape distribution of one population of
icebergs, areas of grounding and bert
sources, decay process, and sedimentological information on any rock
r^'fsf^ i=3

material carried by icebergs. Data col
lected in both seasons will be analysed
with the use of satellite imagery.
Detailed mapping of Beacon
Supergroup coal measures will be con
tinued by four coal geologists, two
Australian, and two New Zealand, for
six weeks this summer. Field work in the
Mt Fleming-Shapeless Mountain region
was completed in the 1982-83 season,
and this season the work will be
extended to the contiguous area of the
Willett Range and the western Clare
Range to the north.
COAL MEASURES
Leader of the project is Geoffrey
Rose, of the Australian Coal Measures
Study Group of New South Wales, who
is also Secretary of the New South Wales
Department of Mineral Resources. He
and Dr Graham Bradley (ACMSG) are
guest scientists in this international pro
gramme. With them will be Dr Mike
Isaacs (NZ Geological Survey), and
John Gumbley, an Antarctic Division
fi e l d a s s i s t a n t f r o m t h e M i n e s
Department.
From early December to the middle of
January the team will work at Mt
Bastion, Skew Peak, and Robison Peak.
After the field season ends it will
prepare a geological map of the Willett
Range and Clare Range area.
New Zealand's main base on the con
tinent, Vanda Station, 130km west of
Scott Base in the Wright Valley will be
operated all summer. Until the end of
January the leader, John Alexander,
and his staff of three, will support field
parties working in the dry valleys or on
the edge of the Polar Plateau. They will
also continue a programme of daily
meteorological observations, record
solar radiation, and measure wind,
temperature, and pressure variations
above the valley floor.
Support will be given also to the
glaciological and hydrological monitor
ing programme which will be continued
for six weeks in the dry valleys and on
three glaciers by Lloyd Smith and Eric
Valentine, of the Water and Soil Divi
sion, Ministry of Works and Develop-
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ment, assisted by Pat Sole, an Antarctic
Division field assistant. This programme
has been carried out for the last 10 years
to document long and short-term
climatic variations in the dry valleys.
LAKE LEVELS
Short-term studies include monitoring
the levels of nine enclosed lakes (Vida,
Vanda, House, Joyce, Bonney, Hender
son, Hoare, and Fryxell, and Don Juan
Pond); flow measurements, sediment
sampling, and temperature recording on
the Onyx River; and recordings of
meltwater-air temperature relationships
in the streams of the Canada Glacier.
Two flow-measuring flumes now used
on the Bartley and Meserve Glacier
streams will be installed at Lake Fryxell.
Mass balance measurements will be
made on the Heimdall Glacier as part of
the long-term climatic studies. Com
parative ablation measurements will also
be made at the margins of the inland
Wright Upper Glacier and the coastal
Wright Lower Glacier.
With helicopter support from
GANOVEX IV Trevor Chinn, of the
alpine processes group, Water and Soil
Division, MOWD, Ian Whitehouse, and
Dr Hans-Christoph Hoefie (BGR), will
investigate the glacial history and
glaciology of Terra Nova Bay. In
November and December they will work
at Cape Russell, on the Lower Campbell
Glacier, and the Northern Foothills.
To establish a glacial chronology
which will supplement the unclear dry
valleys sequences the MOWD team will
investigate the occurrence or non
occurrence of both glacial moraines and
past sea levels in the Terra Nova Bay
area. In particular the relationship
between present ice margins and
Holocene moraines will be studied and
the structure of any unusual ice margins.
RIVER SEDIMENT
Because the behaviour of the Onyx
River, which flows inland from the
coastal end of the Wright Valley to lake
Vanda, is not complicated by vegeta
tion, man's influence or groundwater
losses, it is suitable for the study of sedi
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ment transport and channel evolution, a
particular concern in the behaviour of
large braided rivers. This summer Dr
Paul Mosley, of the MOWD hydrology
centre, will carry out a project to
establish relationships between sediment
movement and hydraulic conditions,
and the impact of such factors as bank
erosion, and the implications for
channel evolution.
Factors controlling organic carbon
production in the ecosystems of streams
in the McMurdo Sound area will be in
vestigated by Dr Clive Howard-Williams
and Warwick Vincent, of the Division of
Marine and Freshwater Sciences, DSIR,
and Dr John C. Priscu, University of
California, with an Antarctic Division
field assistant, Geoff Spearpoint. They
will work in the Miers Valley and at
Lake Fryxell, extend last season's study
of stream ecological processes, and
make a detailed study of the nitrogen
dynamics of detrital metabolisms at one
stream and one lake site.
Since the 1980-81 season the New
Zealand Geological Survey has
monitored small earth movements on
Mt Erebus by geodetic surveys of a net
work of survey markers installed round
the summit caldera. In November and
December Brad Scott and Graeme Blick,
of the Geological Survey, will continue
the deformation study. An Antarctic
Division field assistant from the snowcraft and survival training team will be
responsible for safety aspects.
Transmissions from 10 permanent
seismic stations installed round Erebus
for the International Mt Erebus Seismic
Study (IMESS), the United States-New
Zealand-Japanese project to monitor
eruptions and lava movement within the
volcano will be recorded by the Scott
Base seismological laboratory again.
IMESS scientists from the United States
and Japan will continue studies of the
seismicity and volcanism of Erebus and
will install eight to nine temporary
stations which will record information
from 20 to 25 days.
A programme of very low frequency
measurements (VLF) will be carried out
on Antarctic resupply flights by Dr

Richard Barr, of the Physics and
Engineering Laboratory Geophysical
Observatory. Two distinct studies will
be made on Royal New Zealand Air
Force Hercules flights between Christ
church and McMurdo Station. The first
is a study of the effect of the Antarctic
ice-cap on VLF radio wave propagation;
the second is a study of the antipodal
focussing of VLF radio waves. For this
the aircraft will fly through the anti
podal point of one of three VLF
transmitters in Britain.
In November a technicial from the
Physics and Engineering Laboratory
Atmospheric Station will instal
recalibrated recording equipment used
at Arrival Heights since 1982 to measure
the amount of stratospheric nitrogen
dioxide and ozone. Both these gases may
contribute to the "greehousc" effect on
world climate, and also they may con
trol some of the interactive effects of
ozone and oxygen.
ICE STRAIN
Studies of the physical properties of
sea, lake, and glacier ice will be con
tinued this summer by a team from the
Physics and Engineering Laboratory,
DSIR, and the University of Waikato.
The long-term project, led by Dr Bill
Robinson, of the Physics Division,
PEL, includes engineering studies of sea
ice strain, and the dynamics of the
floating Erebus Glacier Tongue in
McMurdo Sound.
This summer Drs Robinson and Tim
Haskell, Arnold Heine, Bob Buckley,
and Mike Staines (PEL) and Robin
Holdsworth, of Waikato's physics
department, will continue sea ice strain
movement during the lifetime of the sea
ice runway in McMurdo Sound. The
experiment will be directly relevant to
estimation of the runway's load carrying
capacity, and should help to determine
the end of the life of the runway.
Data on the dynamics of the Erebus
Glacier Tongue has been acquired over
15 years but there is none covering a
12-month period. A data telemetry link
was established last season between the
glacier tongue and the New Zealand
recording stafion at Arrival Heights.

This season improved telemetry and
strain measurement equipment will be
installed to provide annual data on the
glacier tongue dynamics.
NEST RELIEF
Timing of nest relief has been
established as one of the most crucial
factors influencing breeding success in
the Adelie penguin. Failure of penguins
to return from feeding at sea in time to
relieve their mates at the nest results in
desertions of eggs and starvation of
chicks.
This summer a team from the Ecology
Division, DSIR, led by Dr Lloyd Davis,
will keep a colony of Adelies at Cape
Bird under constant round-the-clock
surveillance at three critical periods to
establish metabolic requirements for
foraging penguines and to determine
where and on what they are feeding.
Some Adelies will be tagged with radio
transmitters to follow their movements
at sea and establish where they are going
to forage.
With Dr Davis will be Frances
McCaffrey and Murray Potter (Ecology
Division), Catherine Pettigrew (Univer
sity of Canterbury zoology department)
and Christine Butts. An Australian
guest scientist in the team will be Brian
Green, of the Commonwealth Scientific
and Industrial Research Organisation.
As part of New Zealand's contribu
tion to the International Survey of
Antarctic Seabirds (ISAS) another aerial
photographic survey of penguin colonies
along the Victoria Land coast will be
made early in December from a Her
cules aircraft during a flight from
McMurdo Station to Christchurch. The
project, which began in 1981, will be
carried out by a team from the Ecology
Division, DSIR, Rowley Taylor, Dr
Peter Wilson, and Bruce Thomas, to
determine the location of all penguin
colonies and make a census of Adelie
penguins.
Another ISAS project will be an
Adelie penguin colony census at Capes
Bird and Royds. The first count will be
made at Cape Royds in early November
by Rowley Taylor. Counts will be made
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at Capes Bird and Royds by Dr Don
Horning in early December, and the
final census at Cape Royds will be made
in mid-January. Assistance will be
provided by Scott Base staff.
Four Lands and Survey Department
surveyors will provide assistance to
research and service programmes in
McMurdo Sound and the dry valleys.
Dave Manson, Gary Neale, Vince
Belgrave, and Anselan Haanen, will be
associated with the CIROS drilling
programme, the McMurdo Ice Shelf
movement study, and will work at Cape
Bird on the compilation of a 1:10,000
map of the region.
Of the 13 scientists from other nations
who will take part in the New Zealand
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programme, four are from the Japan
Polar Research Association. Dr Tetsuya
Torii and his team, working from Vanda
Station, will continue their geochemical
studies of the highly saline fresh water
lakes in the dry valleys. With him will be
Takao Mokimoto, Kazuhisa Komura,
and Shu Naraya.
An Antarctic Division field leader,
Rob Hall, and two field assistants, Paul
Bayne and Paul O'Dowd, will provide
courses in basic snowcraft and survival
for New Zealand and United States
research and support staff between early
October and late January. For the third
summer a United States Antarctic
Research Programme mountain in
structor, David Lasorsa, will work with
the three New Zealanders.

Mount Erebus in eruption
One of Antarctica's two active
volcanoes, Mt Erebus, on Ross Island,
has been in eruption this month for more
than two weeks. From September 13 to
September 18 an increasing number of
earth tremors was recorded each day.
On September 17 observers on the sea
ice near Hut Point saw a bright glow at
the summit. Six minutes later incandes
cent material was thrown about 600m
(1968.5 ft) above the summit. From Cape
Royds other observers reported that the
north-west slopes of the mountains were
covered with new ash down to 394m
below the summit.
All the seismic activity, which
decreased towards the end of the month,
were recorded by the IMESS (Inter
national Mt Erebus Seismic Study)
seismometer network around the moun
tain, the Windless Bight infrasonic array,
the Scott Base worldwide network seismic
station, and the gravity meter at the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.
Local observers on Ross Island also
reported slight earth tremors and one
large boom.
Seventy-six years ago one of the largest
eruptions on June 14 was observed by
Shackleton's 1908-09 expedition. James
Murray, the princpal biologist, wrote in
"The Heart of the Antarctic" that on
June 14 and 25 there appeared to be red-

hot or incandescent matter thrown out to
a considerable height, 1000ft (304.8m) to
2000ft (609.6m) perhaps. Sixty-six years
later on December 24 New Zealand
scientists working on Erebus saw molten
lava hurled from the active crater of the
volcano to a height of 304.8m.

Seven summers
A brief citation to the award of the
Polar Medal to the New Zealand
geologist, Dr David Skinner, earlier this
year, referred only to his service in the
1977-78 summer. But his Antarctic
career began in 1960-61 and has extended
over seven summer seasons.
Efforts to provide more details of
Dr Skinner's career in the June issue of
"Antarctic" resulted in certain errors
and omissions because of difficulties in
checking records and sources.
Dr Skinner made three visits to
Inexpressible Island, Terra Nova Bay,
where Scott's Northern Party of the
1910-13 expedition wintered in 1912
(1963, 1969-70, 1982-83). He worked on
the Cocks, Skelton, and Koettlitz
Glaciers early in 1976, and in the Koet
tlitz and Blue Glaciers area and the
Wright Valley in 1977-78. As a guest
scientist he was with the first West Ger
man expedition to North Victoria Land
in 1979-80, not 1977-78.
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Winter team at Scott Base
Ten men have been selected to winter
at Scott Base through 1985 under the
leadership of Mr P. L. Cresswell, a
46-year-old former police inspector, of
Collingwood. Mr Cresswell will be
officer-in-charge of the New Zealand
Antarctic research programme this
summer, and is the first officer-incharge since 1979 to hold the post from
one summer to the next.
One member of the winter team, Leo
Slattery, knows Scott Base well. He will
return there next month for the fourth
time, and next winter will be his third in
Antarctica. His first trip was in 1973-74.
In 1980 he wintered at Scott Base as
postmaster, and for the winter of 1982
he was officer-in-charge and post
master.

K. P. Graham (25), Auckland. Senior
Post Office technician. He is a Post Of
fice radio technician.
P. G. Moir (26), Wellington. Chef.
He is a New Zealand Army cook at Fort
Dorset.
K. J. Conaglen (23), New Plymouth.
Field assistant/dog handler. He has
worked for the Mt Cook National Park
Authority.

***■ w*~-

Of the 11 members of the winter team
six are from the North Island and five
from the South Island. Their ages range
from 21 to 46.
Members of the team are:
A. R. Grant (27), Christchurch.
Technician. He is a technician with No.
3 Squadron, Royal New Zealand Corps
of Signals.
M. J. Robotham (21), Lower Hutt.
Technician. He is a technician in the
Physics and Engineering Laboratory,
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research.
B. G. Lawson (21), Auckland.
Technician. He is a Royal New Zealand
Air Force avionics technician.
D. M. Shaw (40), Nelson. Base
engineer. He is chief engineer aboard a
deepsea trawler working out of Nelson.
P. R. Nelson (36), Whangarei. Fitter/
mechanic. He is a garage mechanic in his
home town and wintered in 1982.
O. T. Taylor (25), Pukerau. Fitter/
electrician. He is a shift electrician with
New Zealand Paper Mills.
L. P. Slattery (31), Leeston. Post
master. He is postmaster at Leeston,
near Christchurch.

PETER CRESSWELL

A woman doctor, Nancy Sachs, will
be the medical officer at the AmundsenScott South Pole Station, next winter.
She will be the second woman doctor to
winter at the South Pole; the first was
Dr Michele Eileen Raney in 1979. Dr
Raney was the first woman to winter at
the Pole, and Dr Sachs will be the ninth.
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SUMMER RESEARCH PROJECTS
This summer New Zealand scientists will work in the mountains of
Northern Victoria Land, in Terra Nova Bay, and on Ross Island.
Others will work on the sea ice of McMurdo Sound, on one of
Antarctica's active volcanoes, Mt Melbourne, and in the dry valleys
of Victoria Land. A special team will be at Cape Hallett again to
clean up the joint United States-New Zealand research station aban
doned since 1973. They and the scientists are all members of field
parties in the Antarctic research programme for the 1984-85 season.
Including support, logistic, and construction activities, the pro
gramme wil call on up to 250 men and women.
Research projects will be conducted
by scientists from five New Zealand
universities who will work with guest
scientists from British, United States,
and Australian universities, and the
British Antarctic Survey. The pro
gramme will also draw on staff from the
Antarctic Division, Geophysics Divi
sion, Geological Survey, Ecology Divi
sion, Division of Marine and Freshwater
Sciences, Physics and Engineering
Laboratory (all DSIR), the Ministry of
Works and Development, Meteorologi
cal Service, Commission for the
Environment, Post Office, New Zealand
Army and Royal New Zealand Air |
Force. New Zealand scientists will also
work with scientists from West Ger
many. Guest scientists will come from
Britain, the United States, Japan, and mu..
*,ALEXANDER
cv amiwd
JOHN
Australia, and foreign visitors from the J0HN
ALEXANDER
People's Republic of China, Brazil, and
Zealand,United
UnitedStates
States and
and Japanese
Japanese
Peru, have been invited to visit Scott Zealand,
field
parties,and
andalso
alsocommunications
communications
Base and study aspects of the New field
parties,
Zealand programme. and meterological
and meterological
information.
information.Field
Field
at Cape Bird, Lake Fryxell in
Men and women in the programme stations
Taylor Valley, and huts at Lake
will work at or from Scott Base, at Cape the
in the Miers Valley, and in the
lird, Cape Royds, and Cape Armitage, Miers
and will study lakes and freshwater melt Lower Wright Valley will also be used
streams in the dry valleys. A team will by New Zealand field parties.
make another aerial survey of Adelie
penguine colonies along the Victoria
Land coast of the Ross Sea from
McMurdo Sound to Cape Adare.
Vanda Station in the Wright Valley
130km from Scott Base will be operated
again this summer by a team of three
men led by Mr John Alexander. They
will provide logistic support for New
Mr-"

Last summer new sleeping quarters
with accommodation for 12 were com
pleted. This year the science laboratory
will be rebuilt, materials being dropped
by an RNZAF Hercules.
There are 12 women in the pro
gramme this season. Eight are scientists,
and four other women will work at Scott
Base. Worker visitors during the season
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will include three women from the
Antarctic Division.
Two of the scientists who will study
physiological adaptations of Antarctic
fish beneath the sea ice of McMurdo
Sound from Scott Base, Cape Armitage,
and Cape Royds, are women. Lynda
Warren is a guest scientist from the
University of London; Dr Sue Pockett is
from the University of Auckland
geological department.
Three members of the 29th Victoria
University of Wellington expedition will
work on the sea ice of McMurdo Sound,
in the Transantarctic Mountains, and
with the West German expedition to
Northern Victoria Land. Dr Barbara
Ward will take part in the CIROS
drilling programme, Annette George
will be engaged in bedrock studies in the
Royal Society Range and the Wright and
Victoria Valleys, and Jean Olson will be
associated with the West German airbourne geophysical survey over a crosssection of the Transantarctic Mountains
and the Ross Sea.
Three women, Frances McCaffrey,
Catherine Pettigrew, and Christine
Butts, will work with an Ecology Divi
sion team at Cape Bird. They will study
the food intake and foraging patterns of
Adelie penguines during the breeding
season.
Alison Welch will be the information
officer at Scott Base for the summer,
and Judith Winter and Sheena Hudson
will do general duties there. For the fifth
season the Post Office will have a
woman clerk at the base post office. She
is Gwen Gray.
SCOTT BASE
P. L. Cresswell, Nelson. Officer-incharge.
J. W. Cowie, Christchurch. Deputy
officer-in-charge. He is a 37-year-old
RNZAF education officer at Wigram,
and was a field leader with the search
and rescue team in the 1974-75 season.
B. C. Kearney, Wellington. Store
keeper.
K. C. Blundell, Auckland. Com
munications officer.

D. C. Emett, Christchurch. Mess
manager.
J. S. Samson, Burnham. Chef.
D. B. Callaghan, Nelson. Assistant
maintenance officer.
D. L. Rees, Nelson. Assistant main
tenance officer.
E. J. Sommerville, Dunedin. Assist
ant maintenance officer.
P. L. Walton, Dunedin. Assistant
maintenance officer.
L. P. B. Slattery, Christchurch. Post
master.
Alison Welch, Hamilton. Informa
tion officer.
Sheena Hudson, Taumaranui. General
duties.
D. R. Tranter, Burnham. General
duties.
Judith Winter, Cave. General duties.
K. P. Graham, Auckland. Post Office
technician.
K. A. Lovelock, Marton. Post Office
technician.
A. G. A. Vandenbos. Burnham. Medi
cal ore
G. N. Young, Burnham. Medical
orderly.
Gwen Gray, Christchurch. Post Office
clerk.
D. W. McCarthy, Hamilton. Post
Office clerk.
VANDA STATION
J. M. Alexander, Whakatane. Officerin-charge. He is a 33-year-old surveyor
with a private firm in his home town.
C. J. Faber, Wellington. Assistant
maintenance officer.
I. A. Laird, Wellington. Meteorologi
cal observer.
A. R. Reid, Christchurch. Field leader.
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UNIVERSITY PLANS

Work on Mt Melbourne and
in Terra Nova Bay
Scientists from three universities engaged in the New Zealand
research programme this season will participate in two major
projects. Geologists, biologists, and geophysicists from the Univer
sities of Canterbury and Waikato will be associated with the
co-operative West German-New Zealand-United States expedition in
Northern Victoria Land, working mainly in the Terra Nova Bay area
and on the active volcano Mt Melbourne.
Victoria University of Wellington geologists will be concerned
with the Antarctic Division in the first stage of the project to drill
two holes into the seabed of McMurdo Sound near Butter Point,
New Harbour. Other members of the university's 29th expedition
(VUW-29) will measure sea ice movements in the sound in prepara
tion for the second stage of the CIROS programme next season.
Five universities — Auckland,
Waikato, Victoria, Canterbury, and
Otago — will contribute teams to the
summer programme. They will work
with scientists from British, Australian,
and United States universities, the
British Antarctic Survey, the West
German Federal Bureau of Geosciences
and Natural Resources, and Japan.
Seven scientists from Victoria Univer
sity are concerned with the Antarctic
Division and the Geophysics Division in
the first stage of the long-term offshore
drilling project CIROS (Cenozoic
Investigations in the Ross Sea). This
geological drilling programme in the
western Ross Sea is designed to core
sediments on the floor of McMurdo
Sound to obtain information on Antarc
tica's early glaciation, and the uplift of
the Transantarctic Mountains.
Dr Peter Barrett, director of the
university's Antarctic Research Centre,
is the scientific co-ordinator of the
project, the objective of which is to drill
up to 500m into the floor of McMurdo
Sound to recover a stratigraphic record
of sediments deposited between the

present and pre-glacial times, believed to
be 60 million years ago. With him are
Alex Pyne, Tony Macpherson, Drs
Barbara Ward and Brad Pillans, Ian
Wright and Jeff Ashby.
Late last month the scientific team
and Antarctic drillers flew south to
prepare for the drilling of two holes
through the sea ice and 200m of water
into the seabed near the base camp at
Butter Point, New Harbour, which is
64km north-west of Scott Base. CIROS
I, 12km north-east of Butter Point, will
core a marine glacial sequence known to
go back 50 million years. In the lower
300m of the hole older and harder strata
are presumed to be pre-glacial early
Paleocene or Late Cretaceous deposits.
CIROS II will be drilled in Ferrar
Inlet, New Harbour, closer to shore.
It will provide a comparative record
landward of CIROS I to document
uplift history and different tectonic
movements across the Transantarctic
Mountains front.
One team from VUW-29 also
associated with CIROS went south at
the same time to complete its investiga-
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tion of seafloor sediments in McMurdo
Sound which began three seasons ago.
Alex Pyne, a veteran of seven previous
expeditions, Tony Macpherson, and Ian
Wright, prepared this month for the
start of CIROS and for their sediment
studies in Granite Harbour, the deep
basin (up to 900m) separated from the
rest of the Ross Sea. They will be joined
later by an Antarctic Division field
assistant, Simon Vincent, and a Lands
and Survey Department surveyor,
Anselan Haanen.
Since the project began the main
objectives have been to determine the
depositional mechanisms and processes
of sediment accumulation and to
establish a sediment budget for Granite
Harbour. For one month from early
November the team will complete longterm observations of ice movements and
present-day sedimentation. It will also
make weekly surveys of beacons placed
on the sea ice to determine measure
ments for planning for later phases of
CIROS drilling. Next season two more
holes are proposed off Cape Roberts
near Granite Harbour.
Northen Victoria Land is a key
element in determining the tectonic
relationship between New Zealand,
Australia, and Antarctica. The dis
covery in the Millen and Lanterman
Ranges of Ordovician fossils (signifi
cantly younger than all previous finds)
has called into question the existing
interpretation of structural relationships
and geological history in this area.
NEW FAUNA
A geological expedition sponsored by
the University of Canterbury geology
department and co-ordinated by Dr John
Bradshaw, which includes New Zealand,
West German, and United States will
spend more than two months endeav
ouring to establish the full significance of
the new fauna, and thereby re-interpret
the geological development of the area.
This in turn is expected to throw new light
on the relationship between Northern
Victoria Land, Tasmania, mainland
Australia, and western New Zealand.
Associated in the programme are the
West German Federal Institute of

Geosciences and Natural Resources
(BGR), and the United States National
Science Foundation. The field team con
sists of Dr Bradshaw, Colin Brodie and
John Begg, Dr Franz Tessensohn and
Werner Buggisch (BGR), and Dr Tom
Wright (NSF), and three Antarctic Divi
sion field staff, Warren Herrick, Jack
McConchie, and Tony Teeling.
Early in November two groups will be
flown in to the Crosscut Peak area of the
Millen Range with their toboggans,
sledges, and equipment by United States
Navy Hercules ski-equipped aircraft. The
first group will work in the Handler Ridge
area and then on parallel ridges north
towards the King Range. It will be flown
out in mid-January.
After working at Handler Ridge the
second group will then traverse to Reilly
Ridge in the Lanterman Range, returning
to the Crosscut Peak depot in midDecember to be flown out by a Hercules
or one of the West German Dornier-228s.
Close support will be provided to both
groups by the West German Aerospatiale
Squirrel 350 helicopters.
WORK ON VOLCANO
Biological and biochemical studies in
the Terra Nova Bay region and on Mt
Melbourne will be made in association
with the operations of GANOVEX IV
by a team from the University of
Canterbury Antarctic Biological
Research Unit led by Dr Laurence
Greenfield, of the botany department.
With him will be Dr Paul Broady, a
guest scientist from Melbourne Univer
sity, Dr David Given, Botany Division,
DSIR, and Dr Keith Thompson (Univer
sity of Waikato).
Details of the terrestrial biology of the
Terra Nova Bay region are poorly
documented. It is known that possibly
abundant mosses, algae, and lichens are
found are found on Inexpressible Island
and the Northern Foothills, and
fumarolic algae are present on Mt
Melbourne. Studies this summer are
intended to complement present New
Zealand research on Ross Island and in
Northen Victoria Land further north.
The Mt Melbourne studies will attempt
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to draw parallels with the fumarolic
vegetation of Mt Erebus.
In late November the team will be
flown to the West German Gondwana
Station in Gerlache Inlet, Terra Nova
Bay, at the foot of Mt Melbourne. From
the station the scientists will be landed at
the top of the volcano by one of the
Squirrel helicopters. There the col
laborative effort will be to map and
study the plants and microbes which occour in the heated soils of the volcano.
Physical and chemical measurements
of temperature, acidity, texture, water,
and ultra-violet radiation will be deter
mined. In addition the team will draw
up guidelines for the environmental pro
tection of the site.
PENGUIN BONES
With helicopter support the team will
move in early December to Inexpressible
Island where the Northern Party of
Scott's 1910-13 expedition led- by
Lieutenant Victor Campbell spent the
winter of 1912 in an ice cave. There the
team will continue its botanical and soil
biological work. Penguin and seal
remains left by Campbell's party will be
collected, and buried bones from the
penguin colony at Evans Cove for
radio-carbon dating.
As part of New Zealand's contribu
tion to the International Survey of An
tarctic Sea birds (ISAS) the team will
conduct a census of penguin populations
on Inexpressible Island and at Edmondson Point north-east of Mt Melbourne.
This census will relate to the aerial
photographic survey of penguins along
the Ross Sea coast by the Ecology
Division, DSIR. Guano and soil samples
will also be collected for chemical
analysis and nitrogen studies.
VUW-29 will also be associated with
the West German programme. Two
Victorial University geophysics
students, Jean Olson and Richard
Kellett, will be attached to the BGR air
borne geophysical survey over a cross
section of the Transantarctic Mountains
and the Ross Sea which will use the
specially equipped Dornier-228 aircraft
and the Squirrel helicopters.
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For several seasons Drs John
McDonald and Rufus Wells and their
team of physiologists from the Univer
sity of Auckland zoology department
have been studying the physology of
Antarctic fishes and marine arthropods
in McMurdo Sound. In this summer's
team will be Dr Sue Pockett (University
of Auckand), Dr Larry Field (University
of Canterbury) Dr Alister McVean and
Lynda Warren (University of London).
From late October to the middle of
December the team will continue the
investigation of the responses to
temperature stress and adaptation to
cold in the nervous system of the fish
Pagothenia borchgrevinki, study
the neuro-muscular physiology and
control of locomotion in large marine
arthropods, and continue the benthic
fi s h s u r v e y a t C a p e R o y d s o f
Prematomus bernacchi.
Working from Scott Base the team
will use a fish hut at locations off Pram
Point and Cape Armitage. Fish will be
caught through holes in the sea ice. Cat
ches of Trematomus bernacchii at Cape
Royds will be measured, scales sampled,
and then tagged.
One member of Waikato University's
15th expedition, Dr V. B. MeyerRochow, will also work from fish huts
on the sea ice of McMurdo Sound. He
will continue a project started in 1977-an
investigation of the brain-sensitivity of
isopods (crustaceans) and fish. Suitably
fixed brains of the isopod Glyptonotus
antarcticus will be obtained for electron
microscopic studies, and investigations
will be made of the behaviour of
migrating screen pigments in relation to
ambient light intensities and tempera
tures of three species of Antarctic fish.
SOIL MICROBES
Two other members of the Waikato
expedition, Drs Keith Thompson and
Allan Green will work with the University
of Canterbury team at the summit of the
Mt Melbourne, and on Inexpressible
Island. In the 1977-78 season Dr
Thompson, a plant ecologist, was one of
three Waikato scientists who discovered
evidence of life in the warm soil near the
summit of Erebus. He will study plants
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and microbes in the heated soils of Mt
Melbourne, and will continue his
botanical and biological work on
Inexpressible Island. Dr Green, a lower
plant physiologist, who did biological
work in the Taylor Valley and on Erebus
several seasons ago, will continue his
studies with the Canterbury team later in
the season.
Another Waikato project will be a
study of the influence of lithological and
geotechnical properties of rocks upon
the morphology of glacial valleys. Paul
Augustinus, assisted by Chris Adams,
will work in the Taylor Wright and
Victoria Valleys between mid-November
and January. They will make field
measurements and take rock samples for
later studies.
Led by Dr Russell Korsch a VUW-29
team will do field work on the second
stage of the Antarctic Research Centre's
three-year programme of bedrock
studies of the Transantarctic Mountains
between early December and the middle
of January. Members of the team are
Paul Fitzgerald, leader last season,
Annette George, Des Patterson, and an
Antarctic Division field assistant, Simon
Vincent.
ROCK STUDIES
Their programme is designed to docu
ment the uplift history of the Trans
antarctic Mountains in the McMurdo
region by determining the late Mesozoic
and Cenozoic uplift history of the Royal
Society Range, and the pre-Devonian
structural and metamorphic history of
the basement rock in the Victoria and
Wright Valleys. The team will operate
first for two weeks at Robertson Ridge
in Victoria Valley and then split.
Two members of the team will work
on Mt Peleus in the Wright Valley for
two weeks before returning to New
Zealand. The remainder will use motor
toboggans for five weeks in the New
Harbour, Blue Glacier, Lister Glacier,
and Salient Glacier area, and collect
rock samples from the basement
metamorphic complex.
To gain a more comprehensive
understanding of the dynamics of the

terrestrial ecosystems on Ross Island
and the dry valley region scientists from
the Universities of Canterbury, Waikato
and Melbourne, and the British Antarc
tic Survey, will study contrasting sites at
Capes Bird, Crozier and Royds, Beacon
Heights, Lakes Vanda and Fryxell, and
the Blue Glacier. One team, consisting
of Dr Bill Block (BAS), Peter Johns and
Hans Konlechner (Canterbury) will visit
Cape Bird from late October to the end
of December. There they will study the
cold tolerance and feeding systems of
small insects.
Hans Konlechner will continue his
studies on the degradation of crude and
refined oil by soil microbes. He will be
assisted in late December by Dr Allan
Green (Waikato) who will examine
water and gaseous exchange in plants
and soils.
Dr Block and Peter Johns will move
to Cape Royds to continue their insect
studies. They will be joined by Dr
Greenfield, leader of the project, and
Dr Broady on their return from Terra
Nova Bay.
PLANT STUDIES
In late December Drs Block and
Greenfield with Dr Eric Godley, former
director of the Botany Division,
D.S.I.R., who is writing a book on the
flora of Antarctica and the subAntarctic islands, will visit plant sites in
the Taylor and Wright Valleys. The
team hopes also to visit Cape Chocolate,
and the areas around Lake Fryxell,
Bonney, and Vanda.
A plant reclamation experiment
begun in 1980 will be examined. The
object of the study is to elevate the plant
site to that of a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) in order to preserve what
is regarded as the most extensive plantcovered area in the dry valleys. Several
days will be spent at East Beacon one of
the Beacon Heights, collecting and map
ping endolithic plant-microbial systems.
After work on Inexpressible Island in
Terra Nova Bay Drs Broady and
Greenfield will return to Ross Island and
link up with Drs Block and Godley. Dr
Broady will conduct botanical and
biological studies at Cape Crozier, and

will be joined there by Drs Block and
Greenfield.
A survey of Ross Sea beaches started
by Dr Robert Kirk, of the University of
Canterbury geography department in
the 1981-82 season will be continued this
season by Dr Mark Mabin, of the
University of Auckland geography
department, and a Canterbury
geographer, Glen Lauder. They will
work on Dunlop Island and at Spike
Cape to test the sea history and deglaciation models of the McMurdo Sound
region.
Between mid-October and midwill also work in the Cape Roberts
region. They will obtain information on
likely camp sites for the CIROS drilling
project next season, and assess likely
impacts on the physical enviroment.
Three members of the University of
Otago physiology department, Dr
Graham Butt, Robert Scott, and Peter
Ashworth, will continue last season's
investigation of the physiological
ecology of glacial meltwaters, and the
mechanisms of freezing in the Antarctic
protozoa (marine organisms) which
inhabit them. The first study was done
at Cape Bird. Between the middle of
November and the end of December this
summer the team will investigate the
freezing tolerance of dry valley protozoa
in the meltwaters which drain into Lake
Fryxell in the Taylor Valley.
Once again the University of Canter
bury physics department team headed
by Dr Andre von Biel will continue the
investigation of the normal and disturb
ed ionosphere D-region at Scott Base
and Arrival Heights, starting early in
December. This season Dr von Biel,
Bruce Bradshaw, Stephen Beuzenberg,
and Greg Haslett, will make minor
modifications to existing instrumenta
tion, carry out any required
maintenance and replacements, and
move all equipment at Scott Base and
the present ionospheric field station at
Arrival Heights to the new upper at
mosphere laboratory which will replace
the station.

A long-term project conducted by the
University of Canterbury mechanical
engineering department to determine the
effect and degree of atmospheric
corrosion on specially coated aluminium
plates mounted near Scott Base and
Arrival Heights will be continued for the
12th successive season by base support
staff for Dr F. W. Fahy. The Plates are
returned annually to New Zealand for
analysis and then remounted for another
year's exposure.
Steel alloy corrosion test specimens
have also been installed at Vanda
Station and Cape Royds for a project

from Cape Royds will be returned to
New Zealand for analysis.

N.Z. huskies and
pups
Scott Base has a husky population of
15 adults and three pups this summer.
The three pups, Herbie, Kiri, and
Monty, will be nine months old when
the season begins but they will not join
their working elders until the summer
of 1985.
Some of the names given to the
huskies are of historic interest, others
like Footrots and Kiri belong to our
times as do the Maori names, Tama,
Manua, Rehua, and Kiritea. But Kiritea
is a New Zealander by adoption. She
began life at the Australian base,
Mawson, where her name was Klari.
Nimrod bears the name of
Shackleton's first ship, Stareek and
Julik carry on the names of two of the
best dogs in Scott's last expedition. Jens
and Helge are named after huskies in
Amundsen's team. Their other Scott
Base companions are Abbe, Karen,
Annua, Muff, and Bjorn. Muff and his
sister Karen are the veterans. Both are
nine years old.
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Emergency flight by RNZAF Hercules
A Royal New Zealand Air Force
Hercules wheeled aircraft made an
emergency flight from Christchurch
to Ross Island on September 18 to
pick up two men injured when their
vehicle overturned on the road between
McMurdo Station and Scott Base. The
accident occurred about midnight on
September 14.
A 27-year-old New Zealander, Alan
Macdonald, who is employed as a mess
attendant by the Christchurch catering
Firm which services McMurdo Station for
the United States naval support force, was
one of the passengers in the vehicle, and
was thrown out when it overturned. His
jaw was broken, he sustained other
injuries, and on surgical advice he
came back to Christchurch for further
medical attention.
Two Americans in the vehicle suffered
minor injuries. One, Gregory Cramer, a
U.S. Navy construction mechanic,

returned for treatment to an injured
shoulder.
An RNZAF Hercules made the flight
because of the time needed to fly a U.S.
Navy ski-equipped Hercules from the
United States, and also because the sea
ice runway in McMurdo Sound was not
yet strong enough for landings by United
States Air Force Starlifters. By September
18 the runway, which was being prepared
for the opening of the summer season and
flights by Starlifters on October 3, was
ready for landings by wheeled aircraft.
On the flight south the Hercules carried
4.5 tonnes of cargo and mail, a Navy
medical orderly, and two cargo handlers,
and a replacement for Mr Macdonald. In
addition to the injured men the aircraft
brought back an American civilian who
returned because of a family bereave
ment, and a Navy doctor, Captain S.
Blair who went south at the end of
August.

Winter election prevents voting
For the first time since Scott Base was
established in 1957 members of the
winter team were unable to vote in New
Zealand's General Election on July 14.
Nine of the 11 men were eligible to vote
and received voting papers in a mid
winter supply drop by a United States
Air Force Starlifter on June 23 but the
present Electoral Act does not provide
for votes to be transmitted by telephone
or telex and there was no way to return
the papers to New Zealand for counting
in the period required by the Act.
All General Elections in previous
years since Scott Base was established
have been held in late November during
the summer season. There has been am
ple time for the officer-in-charge who is
appointed an overseas returning officer
to issue voting papers and arrange for
their return. The calling of a snap elec
tion in the middle of winter this year
gave no time for changes to be made in
the normal procedures.

In 1957 members of the dog team and
tractor parties in the New Zealand
section of the Trans-Antarctic Expedi
tion cast their votes on the Polar Plateau
at 79deg 51 min 30sec. The papers were
flown back to Scott Base and with the
base votes arrived in New Zealand
within three days to be recorded as
normal postal votes.
Australians serving in Antarctica were
unable to vote in their Federal elections
from 1954 when the first permanent sta
tion, Mawson, was established because
communication with Mawson, Casey,
and Davis, is by ship only. Amendments
to the electoral laws last year will give
the vote to winter teams, and others on
voyages south or summer expeditions.
Provision has been made for votes to
be transmitted by telex. New Zealand's
Chief Electoral Officer has indicated
that the present system will be reviewed
to enable votes to be transmitted by
some code method from Antarctica and
other remote places.
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RNZAF drop at Vanda Station
Several tonnes of materials for a new
science laboratory at Vanda Station in
the Wright Valley 130km west of Scott
Base will be dropped by parachute from
a Royal New Zealand Air Force
Hercules in the middle of November. In
addition to the prefabricated 7 Vim x 4m
building the Hercules will drop 2112
gallons of Antarctic diesel fuel in 48
drums. The total load will be 18.1
tonnes.
This will be the second international
support for an Antarctic operation by
the RNZAF since the summer of 1967.
In that year a Hercules dropped sections
of two huts, electrical equipment, food,
a small three-wheeled Gnat vehicle —
and a wheelbarrow — on the frozen sur
face of Lake Vanda for the construction
of Vanda during the 1967-68 season.
Mr R. B. Thomson, director of the
Antarctic Division, was aboard the
Hercules when it made the first of the
five drops on October 16. This year he
will take part in the drops which will be
made from 304m on November 16-17
providing the weather is favourable.
When the old laboratory building is
demolished the timber will be moved to
Marble Point. It will be taken to Scott
Base at the end of the season. The new
laboratory is expected to be in use two
days after the RNZAF drop.
This season the fifth stage of the Scott
Base rebuilding programme, which
began in the 1976-77 season, will be
completed by the Antarctic Division,
Ministry of Works and Development,
and New Zealand Army tradesmen. An
advance party flew south late last month
to make an early start on the internal
finishing of the geomagnetic laboratory,
the shell of which was completed last
summer. It will be occupied by the
middle of November.
Completion of new facilities for upper
atmosphere research at Arrival Heights
3km north of Scott Base is also planned
for this season. Arrival Heights is
designated a Site of Special Scientific In
terest (SSSI) and provides an electrically
quiet area for recording and monitoring

upper atmosphere changes. The work is
expected to be finished by the middle
of November.
Materials for the sixth stage of the
rebuilding programme — a workshop
and garage complex — will be sent south
this season. The buildings will be erected
in the 1985-86 season and the project
will be completed in the 1986-87
summer.
Communications between Scott Base
and Vanda Station and field parties in
the dry valleys and on the Polar Plateau
are expected to be improved this
summer by the installation of a new
repeater station on Mt Newall (1920m)
at the north-east extremity of the Asgard
Range. This work will be done early in
November.
Members of this season's construction
teams are:
MOWD: N. J. Ashcroft, M. L. S.
Barrett, P. Birt, B. R. Clements,
R. Dunnachie, M. L. Easton, A. James,
C. T. Lynch, I. A. Pottinger, J. R.
Rowle, L. Smyth, G. J. Wall (Clerk of
Works). Army: S. M. Edwards, M.
Henderson, D. Horney, P. D. Kennedy,
D. B. Lark. Two other positions have
still to be filled.

Research by South
Korea
South Korea, which has sent four krill
research expeditions to Antarctica, is
expected to conduct research on the
continent this season. According to
reports from Seoul the expedition will
depart on November 16.
Last summer the Daeho, a commer
cial fishing vessel, completed the fourth
marine research expedition when it
returned to Pusan on March 18.
Scientists aboard the Daeho, led by Lee
Som Seok, concentrated on marine
biology, oceanography, and krill
investigation, apparently off the coast
of Enderby Land.
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Antarctic talks near
South Pole
African, Arab, and Asian countries which have been critical of the
Antarctic Treaty system will be able to learn more about Antarctica
on the spot — less than 400 nautical miles from the South Pole —
early in January next year. They have been invited to an inter
national workshop on aspects of Antarctica to be held in a remote
field camp near the head of the Beardmore Glacier in the Ross
Dependency.
More than 30 nations have been
invited to send representatives to the
workshop which will be held under the
auspices of the Polar Research Board of
the United States National Academy of
Sciences between January 5 and 13.
Most of the 31 nations which have
acceded to the Antarctic Treaty are
"xpected to attend the workshop. Nonreaty countries invited include

Sri Lank;
Barbuda.
Several of the developing countries
concerned with the campaign in the
United Nations to involve the inter
national community more closely in the
management of Antarctica and its
resources are on the invitation list.
Malaysia, supported by Antigua/
Barbuda, was the first to press for
United Nations action on Antarctica
two years ago, and critics of the
Antarctic Treaty system during the
debate in the General Assembly last year
included Algeria, Egypt, Ghana,
Jamaica, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka, and
Zambia.
New Zealand will be represented at
the workshop by Mr C. D. Beeby, an
assistant secretary in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, Dr T. Hatherton,
chairman of the Ross Dependency
Research Committee, and Mr R. B.
Thomson, director, Antarctic Division,
Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research. Mr Beeby, who has headed
discussions by the consultative parties to

the Antarctic Treaty on the establish
ment of a mineral resources regime for
Antarctica, attended a seminar on
resources and the scientific, legal and
political issues at the Chilean research
station Teniente Marsh on King George
Island, South Shetlands, in 1982.
United Nations organisations and
others concerned with /
environment, have also b(

Resources, the UN Environmental
Programme, and the Antarctic and
Southern Coalition, an environmental
organisation of 120 groups in 20
countries.
Members of the United Nations
Secretariat have also been invited to the
workshop. Last year the General
Assembly adopted a resolution which
requested the Secretary-General to
prepare a comprehensive, factual, and
objective study on all aspects of
Antarctica, taking into account the
Antarctic Treaty and other relevant
factors.
PRIVATE VENTURE
Next year's workshop has been
organised and sponsored by private
non-governmental organisations and
individuals. Financial support will come
from private non-profit foundations
and organisations. Logistic support will
be made available through the United
States National Science Foundation
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which organises and finances American
research facilities in Antarctica.
This workshop will be the second
international conference held to discuss
Antarctic issues in Antarctica. The first
in 1982 was organised by the Chileans
and was attended by scientists,
diplomats, and oil technologists who
discussed Antarctica's natural
resources. It was co-sponsored by the
University of Chile, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the Chilean Corpora
tion of International Studies, and the
United States Tinker Foundation which
provides cultural assistance to Iberian
and Latin American countries. Logistic
support was given by the Chilean Air
Force which flew the participants to its
base, Teniente Marsh, and provided
motel-type accommodation for more
than 60 visitors.
Participants in next year's workshop
have been invited to take part purely in
their personal capacities. They will have
opportunities for a free and informal
exchange on views on Antarctic science
programmes, the Antarctic enviroment
and its resources, and the existing and
future operation of the Antarctic Treaty
system.
CAMP ON ICE
Preparations for the establishment of
the major field camp on the Bowden
Neve (83deg 30min/165 E) in which the
workshop participants will be housed
will begin early next month. Jamesway
huts, food, equipment, and other
supplies for the support of between 60
and 80 people, will be flown to the site
in November and December by skiequipped Hercules aircraft of the United

supplies will be flown back to McMurdo
ior use next season.
Living conditions at the Bowden Neve
camp on the ice of the Polar Plateau at
a height of about 2000m will be like
those of the scientists and support staff
who will occupy it next summer. The
workshop participants will wear cold
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weather clothing and spend the nights in
sleeping bags on bunks.
Bowden Neve, a large snow-covered
area about 32km wide south of Mt
Miller between the Queen Elizabeth and
Queen Alexandra Ranges, was first
observed in January, 1958, by the
southern survey party of the New
Zealand section of the Commonwealth
Trans-Antarctic expedition. J. H. Miller
(now Sir Holmes Miller) and Dr G. W.
Marsh, one of two Englishmen with
Hillary's team, discovered the feature
during a notable dog-sledging journey
of 1450nm. They suggested it be named
after the late C. M. Bowden, chairman
of the Ross Sea Committee which
organised New Zealand's contribution
to TAE.

Rymill veterans
Two of the eight veterans of the
British Graham Land Expedition
(1934-37) led by the South Australian
explorer John Rymill returned to the
scene of their exploration and research
last season. Fifty years after the Penola
sailed from Port Stanley for the
Antarctic Dr Colin Bertram and Mr
Alfred Stephenson sailed south as guests
of the British Antarctic Survey aboard
the Royal Research Ship John Biscoe.
They spent five weeks in Antarctica and
were able to revisit the site of their
northern base on Winter Island in the
Argentine Islands where the expedition
wintered in 1935 and fly in a de Havilland Twin Otter over the route of their
pioneer dog sledge journey to Fossil
Bluff, King George Sound.
One of the most scientifically produc
tive expeditions of the period between
the two world wars, BGLE which spent
two winters and three summers in
Antarctica, sledged down the west coast
of the Antarctic Peninsula, discovered
Cipnrpp VI ^niind and hv travpllino

eastwards across the base of the penin
sula established that it was not separated
from the continent by a series of
channels as aerial photographs taken by
Sir Hubert Wilkins has suggested.
(contd. page 280)
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U.S. science projects for
season
United States expenditure on scientific research in Antarctica and
logistic support for the 1984-85 programme has been increased by $8
million. The National Science Foundation, which finances and co
ordinates the whole programme, has a total budget of $110.1 million
compared with $102.1 million last season.
Included in the cost of the programme
for the fiscal year which runs from
October this year to October next year is
$18.3 million for construction and pro
curement (including aircraft), an
increase of $9 million. From the total
budget
million
has beenand
allocated
" >r the $11
science
programme
$11.8
for direct scientific support,
intenance and support of three
and coastal stations — Siple
Station will not be reopened until next
summer — contract services, and
logistic support by aircraft, icebreakers,
and new chartered research and cargo
vessels will cost up to $69 million.
This season 320 scientists, including
36 women, will be engaged in 97 re
search projects on the Antarctic Con
tinent, in the Southern Ocean, and on
islands off the Antarctic Peninsula.
With air and sea support they will work
on South Georgia and Seymour Island,
along the English Coast of Ellsworth
Land, at the South Pole, in the moun
tains of Northern Victoria Land, around
McMurdo Sound, on Mt Erebus, in the
Amundsen, Bellinghausen, and Ross
Sea, and off the Oates Coast of Wilkes
Land.
In their activities the scientists will be
supported by Hercules aircraft and
helicopters flown by the United States
Navy's VXE-6 Squadron, U.S. Air
Force Starlifters, and the United States
Coast Guard's icebreakers Polar Star
and Glacier. A new research vessel,
Polar Duke, has been chartered by NSF
for marine projects in the Antarctic
Peninsula area, and the Military Sealift
Command's cargo ship, which has been

retired, has been replaced by Green
Wave, a chartered ice-strengthened
vessel built in West Germany in 1980. It
will be operated under charter as a
private vessel.
As in past seasons the tanker Maumee
will deliver a cargo of aviation and diesel
fuel to McMurdo Station. Air r
Starlifters and Navy and Royal i^n
Zealand Air Force Hercules aircr?ff wi"
make nearly 40 flights south wit _..
and materials for the United States and
New Zealand research programmes.
MAJOR PROJECTS
This summer United States scientists
will take part in three major glacio
logical and geological projects in West
Antarctica, one on the east of the Ross
Ice Shelf, and two in Ellsworth Land.
Teams from the University of Wiscon
sin, Ohio State University, and the
National Aeronautic and Space Admin
istration's Goddard Space Flight
Centre, will continue a three-year study
of the ice sheet from field camps along
the Siple Coast through which ice
streams are flowing. They are interested
in the present state of the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet, its movement and changes
during the past few thousand years, and
the relationship between its stability and
climate warning.
In addition to glaciological research
the scientists will make a geodetic survey
along the Siple Coast and carry out air
borne radar soundings of the ice
thickness and the topography of the
base of the ice sheet. A team from the
Polar Coring Office, University of
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Nebraska, will provide equipment for
hot-water drilling on one of the Siple
Coast ice streams by University of
Wisconsin investigators and drill a 100m
ice core for their use in studies of firn
(granulated snow) accumulations.
Geologists from the University of
Colorado will work in Marie Byrd Land
to study the volcanic geology of the area
and its relationship to glacial and
tectonic history in West Antarctica. The
main objective is to visit Mount Takahe
(3400m) to obtain evidence that the
West Antarctic Ice Sheet has experienced
large and rapid changes in size during
the recent geologic past.
Rock samples formed by the interaction
of lava and glacial ice from Mt Takahe,
a symmetric extinct volcanic cone with a
flat summit that stands 2.1 km above the
present level of the continental ice, were
obtained during a reconnaissance study
in the 1967-68 season. Deposits formed
when the ice sheet was perhaps 2000m
thicker than it is today were found later
to be less than 300,000 years old.
ICE CORES
Antarctic ice cores preserve a record
of Southern Hemisphere volcanic activity
for about the last 100,000 years. Ice
cores taken near Byrd Station have more
than 2000 tephra (volcanic ash) layers
believed to have been erupted from
Mt Takahe. Preliminary analyses by
scientists from the New Mexico Institute
of Mining and Technology suggest that
the ice sheet thickened between 18,000
and 20,000 years ago when Mt Takahe
erupted beneath it.
This summer a team led by the New
Zealand-born geologist Dr Philip Kyle,
will visit Mt Takahe to collect samples
for fission-track dating to obtain
evidence of the ice sheet thickening.
Dr Kyle's team will also collect ice cores
near McMurdo Station to examine the
dispersal of tephra from Mt Erebus.
One of the largest areas in West
Antarctica which geologists have not
studied in detail is the English Coast at
the southern end of the Antarctic Penin
sula in eastern Ellsworth Land. During
the summer geologists from the United
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States Geological Survey led by Dr Peter
D. Rowley will map an area of about
15,000 square miles on the coast's
western section along the Bellingshausen
Sea in the north-east Ellsworth Land.
Dr Rowley's team will be flown to the
area near Fitzgerald Bluffs (74deg 03min
S/77deg 20min W) by ski-equipped
Hercules from McMurdo Station, and,
using motor toboggans, will visit 20
unexplored nunataks scattered over an
area of about 15,000 square miles, and
cover up to 3039 nautical miles on the
traverse. As the area is mapped the party
will study the petrology and geo
chemistry of plutonic and volcanic
rocks, paleomagnetism, mineral
resources, paleontology, and isotope
geology. Dr Thomas Loudon, of the
University of Wisconsin, will study the
stratigraphy and sedimentology of the
ECHO SOUNDINGS
On the third major project in West
Antarctica a team led by Dr Ian Dalziel,
of Columbia University's LamontDoherty Geological Laboratory, and in
cluding a British Antarctic Survey
physicist, will work in the remote Jones
Mountains (73deg 32min S/94deg W) in
Ellsworth Land between the Eights
Coast and the base of the Antarctic
Peninsula near Mount Smart. The
prupose is to obtain more understanding
of the tectonic development of West
Antarctica and its relationship to East
Antarctica.
Previous investigations have focused
on the Scotia Arc, the chain of islands
and ocean bottom ridges between South
America and the Antarctic Peninsula,
but now more data are needed on the.
region at the base of the Antarctic
Peninsula extending to the Ellsworth,
Thiel, and Whitmore Mountains. Last
season American and British geologists
began an intensive investigation in the
Ellsworth Mountains, Martin Hills, on
Mt Smart, and near Siple Station.
British geophysicists made radio-echo
soundings and aeromagnetic surveys
from a British Antarctic Survey Twin
Otter aircraft.
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This season the team will work in
areas which may represent two crustal
blocks or microplates of West Antarc
tica. Airborne physical surveys will
attempt to define the limits of the blocks
and determine the geological nature of
the ice-covered area between. The
geological, paleomagnetic, and isotopic
geological work will be done on exposed
nunataks.
A VXE-6 Squadron Hercules will
transport the American field party to the
rendezvous site in the Jones Mountains.
During the summer up to 33,000 gallons
of aviation fuel will be flown to Ells
worth Land by Hercules aircraft from
McMurdo Station and cached for use in
the 1985-86 season.
GANOVEX IV
Scientific and logistic co-operation
will be given to GANOVEX IV, the
Federal Republic of Germany-New
Zealand-United States joint programme
in Northern Victoria Land. A United
States Geological Survey team headed
by Dr John Behrendt will have the use of
a West German Dornier-228 to make an
eromagnetic survey in the Western
Ross Sea basin. The American survey
will extend for about 400km and
includes the area east from the west
coast of the Ross Sea and north from the
front of the Ross Ice Shelf to a point
offshore where it will link with the West
German geophysical and geological
survey conducted by the Federal
Institute of Geosciences and Natural
Resources.
A National Science Foundation
geologist, Dr Tom Wright, will work
with New Zealand geologists in the joint
programme. Geologists from the three
countries will carry out studies in the
Millen and Lanterman Ranges of the
Victory and Bowers Mountains of
Northern Victoria Land. Another
American party headed by Dr Philip
Kyle, will continue research on Mount
Melbourne, one of two active volcanoes
in the Ross Sea area, in conjunction with
the GANOVEX IV programme.
Marine and oceanographic research
from the United States Coast Guard ice
breakers Polar Star and Glacier will

extend from the Antarctic Peninsula to
Wilkes Land. Scientists will work from
West Antarctica to East Antarctica in
the Bellinghausen, Amundsen, and Ross
Seas, and off the Oates Coast of Wilkes
Land.
A reconnaissance of a deep water
formation region near the Oates Coast
of Wilkes will be made by oceanographers from the University of
California headed by Dr Theodore D.
Foster. Other ocean scientists have
observed a deep layer of water in the
area with lower temperature, lower
salinity, higher oxygen, and lower
silicate than the water near the surface.
This water apparently sinks to about
2200m where its density becomes equal
to the surrounding water and then
spreads out to form a patch about
800km long and 100km wide.
DEEP WATER
No physical or chemical ocean
ographic studies have been conducted in
this area before so the team aboard the
icebreaker Polar Star will make observa
tions of the flow of deep water from its
probable source near the continental
shelf break to the deep sea. Measure
ments of the layer's conductivity,
temperature, and analysis of water
samples will help to define the rates of
deep water formation and its properties.
This season the Polar Star will also
make two cruises in the Ross Sea to sup
port science projects before she proceeds
to the area off the Oates Coast. The first
cruise will be to support work in the
Terra Nova Bay region; the second will
be off the Ross Ice Shelf.
Melting at the base of ice shelves is
believed to be controlled by oceanic heat
flowing in from northern regions and is
a significant factor in their stability.
These shelves control the size of the
West Antarctic Ice Sheet which in turn
affects global sea level changes.
A project started last season to
monitor the flow of ocean heat from the
north into the region beneath the Ross
Ice Shelf will be continued aboard the
Polar Star by oceanographers from
Columbia University's Lamont-Doherty
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Geological Observatory and Oregon
State University. They will recover
current meter arrays deployed in Terra
Nova Bay and along the Ross Ice Shelf,
make conductivity, temperature, and
depth measurements, and take water
samples to determine the characteristics
of shelf water.
SEDIMENT STUDY
Far to the west a marine geological
field team from Rice University,
Houston, Texas, headed by Dr John B.
Anderson, will continue a study of types
of sediments that blanket the Antarctic
sea floor that began in 1979 and is
expected to add to information about
the hydrocarbon potential of the con
tinental shelf. This summer the team will
focus on the continental margin along
the northern part of the Antarctic
Peninsula. Similar surveys were made
on the continental margin of the
d'Urville Sea between 140deg E and
150deg E in 1979-80, Bellinghausen Sea
and Antarctic Peninsula (1980-81),
Northern Weddell Sea and Bransfield
Strait (1981-82), Ross Sea (1982-83).
Aboard the veteran icebreaker Glacier,
now nearly 40 years old, the Rice
University team will take piston cores
from the bottom and conduct a singlechannel seismic survey in the Belling
hausen Sea region between 60deg and
70deg W to describe how sediments that
originate on land are carried from the
continental shelf to the deep sea floor.
The party will also study sedimentation
in polar fiords, and the Quaternary
glacial record preserved in marine sec
tions of the continental shelf over the
last million years.
When the Glacier is in the Amundsen
Sea a team from the University of Maine
at Orono led by Dr Thomas B. Kellogg,
will attempt to obtain sediment cores
deposited by marine-based ice sheets.
Previous work on the few cores obtained
from the Amundsen Sea continental
shelf suggests that an ice sheet or ice
shelf filled the sea perhaps as recently as
the last 1000 years. The sediment cores
are needed to test the theory that an ice
shelf existed in the sea until recently.
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One of the major projects in the
research programme will be the third
United States expedition to Seymour
Island off the east coast of the Antarctic
Peninsula where mammal fossils about
40 million years old were discovered in
1982, confirming theories that land
mammals, particularly marsupials,
came from South America to Antarctica
where it was much warmer. Nineteen
scientists from six institutions will take
part in the expedition which will be co
ordinated by Dr William Zinsmeister, of
Ohio State University.
Support for the expedition to
Seymour Island and other islands in the
James Ross Island group will be pro
vided by the new National Science Foun
dation research vessel Polar Duke. The
six institutions whose scientists will
work in the area between February and
March next year are Ohio State Univer
sity, Purdue University, University of
California, Colorado School of Mines,
Texas Tech University, and the Smith
sonian Institution.
During their stay on Seymour Island
the scientists will examine sediments
from the Upper Cretaceous and Lower
Tertiary periods, ranging from 100
million to 40 million years ago. They
will also look for fossils of plants and
vertebrate and invertebrate animals. The
vertebrates include fish, birds, land and
marine reptiles, and mammals. One
party led by a New Zealand geologist,
Dr Rosemary Askin, now of the
Colorado School of Mines, will continue
on Seymour and James Ross Islands the
collection of fossil palynomorphs
(pollen, spores, and dino-flagellates)
from sedimentary rocks.
A new project will be the collection of
samples for geochemical analysis and
radiometric dating to determine whether
an iridium anomaly occurs in the
Antarctic Peninsula region as it does in
some other parts of the world at the
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. The
existence of such a layer of the very rare
element, iridium, has been suggested as
evidence that an asteroid slammed into
the Earth about 65 million years ago,
causing the extinction of dinosaurs and
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ammonites, and much of the rest of the
plant and animal life that flourished
then.
Debris from the asteroid's impact is
believed to have blacked out sunlight.
This caused a cold period which then
cause the death of plant and animal life.
The fine dust that settled on the surface
all over the world in the years after the
impact contained comparatively large
amounts of iridium and other rare
elements usually associated with iron
meteorites.
Solar observations made at the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station for
several seasons have confirmed that the
site is unique for certain astronomical
observations. This summer United
States and French scientists, using
newly-developed equipment, will probe
deeper than ever before into the Sun's
interior. They will observe global solar
oscilllations to gain more information
about the convection zone — the region
beneath the Sun's visible surface where
much solar activity occurs.
Polar astronomy — both solar and
stellar — began in 1979 when a small
collection of specially constructed
instruments was used to make measure
ments of the Sun. This summer and next
winter the scientists will carry out the
largest and most ambitious astronomy
programme ever undertaken in
Antarctica.
Headed by Dr Martin A. Pomerantz,
of the University of Delaware's Bartol
Research Foundation, the solar seis
mology project will use a 12.7cm optical
telescope and a special resonance spec
trophotometer which looks at a single
spectral line and can detect minute shifts
in wave lengths. These shifts will enable
the scientists to determine, one every
five minutes, the rate at which the Sun's
surface comes towards them or recedes.
In another major project a submillimeter photometer will be used to
observe for the first time from the South
Pole the southern part of the galactic
plane and nearby molecular clouds.
Questions which need to be answered
are whether star formation is a con
tinuing process or proceeds in bursts,
and the role of the temperature of dust

on the fragmentation that procedes star
formation.
Using a different technique to detect
the Sun's oscillation, a team from
Sacramento Observatory headed by
Dr Robin T.Stebbins will continue its
study of the solar interior. The team will
use a compact portable telescope with a
15.2cmm aperture to observe solar
oscillations for several days at the South
Pole and analyse the periodic darkening
of the edges of the Sun to detect
brightness oscillations.
Next winter another astronomy
project directed by Dr Frank B. Wood,
of the University of Florida, will be con
tinued. A star — Gamma II Velorum —
in the constellation Vela (The Sail) will
be studied to gain more knowledge of its
light variation and changes in certain
helium and carbon omissions. Observa
tions of three other stars will be used to
compare with Gamma II Velorum as
well as to provide information on the
changes of transparencies in the Earth's
atmosphere and the percentage of clear
sky.
Regional weather patterns that trans
port energy and water to and from
Antarctica and control its mass of snow
and ice also transport pollutants, carbon
dioxide, and suspended particles. To
learn how these patterns influence
global climate a team from Los Alamos
National Laboratory will study atmos
pheric circulations that control Antarc
tica's climate.
Chemical composition of aerosols at
the South Pole is believed to differ from
winter to summer and distinct seasonal
circulation patterns may exist. To test
the theory the scientists will monitor the
transport of a methane tracer released
south of New Zealand on two winter
flights in June and August.
Between October and December air
samples will be collected during flights
by Hercules aircraft between stations or
from helicopter flights from McMurdo
Station or from the ice there, at the Pole
Station and Palmer Station, and on
flights between Christchurch and
Antarctica. Japanese, French, Austra
lian, and British scientists will assist the
project.
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Touch of spring for two
winter teams
After the air drop of mail and fresh food on June 23 new faces and
aircraft on the ice instead of overhead were a welcome sight to 81
Americans and 11 New Zealanders on Ross Island last month when
ski-equipped Hercules aircraft from New Zealand brought a touch of
spring to the winter community isolated for more than six months.
The aircraft brought mail from home, fresh fruit and vegetables and
the advance guard of the summer population.
Starting on August 22 three United
States Navy VXE-6 Squadron Hercules
aircraft made eight flights from
Christchurch — two more than last year
— to prepare for the United States and
New Zealand scientific programmes of
the 1984-85 season. Bad weather and
minor technical problems caused inter
ruptions in the operation but all the
flights, known to the United States
naval support force as Winfly (winter
flight) were completed before the
southern spring began officially on
September i. Two flights were made on
August 22, 25, and 26. There was one
flight on August 27 and the last flight
which carried 3.9 tonnes of cargo and
one Navy radio technician was made on
August 28.
When the first aircraft landed at
Williams Field, the permanent ice run
way 13km from McMurdo Station, the
temperature was comparatively mild —
minus 15 degrees Celsius. Visibility was
.8km and there was a 15-knot wind
gusting to 20 knots. By the time the last
aircraft returned to Christchurch the
spring population had risen to nearly
300 at McMurdo Station and 44 at Scott
Base.
On their eight flights between New
Zealand and Antarctica the Hercules
aircraft carried a total load of 62.9
tonnes. Southward cargo included 1.78
tonnes of personal and official mail, 3.3
tonnes of fresh food, and 26.8 tonnes of
general cargo. The aircraft brought back
15.2 tonnes of cargo and 2.1 tonnes of
mail. Thirteen passengers made turn
around flights, and 229 remained on
Ross Island.

Among those who will remain for
most of the summer were American
technicians, equipment operators, and
construction workers, who will prepare
the seasonal ice runway in McMurdo
Sound for the flights by wheeled aircraft
which will begin on October 3. Six New
Zealand catering workers and two heavy
equipment mechanics also flew south to
work at McMurdo Station.
Captain Brian Shoemaker, the sup
port force commander, flew in the first
aircraft to meet the McMurdo Station
winter team and to initiate preparations
for the new season. The Hercules was
flown by VXE-6 Squadron's command
ing officer, Commander Dwight Fisher.
To prepare for the first stage of
CIROS (Cenozoic Investigations in the
Ross Sea) the long-term drilling project
in McMurdo Sound which is expected to
start late this month, a team of 23 New
Zealand scientists and drillers flew
south. With them were 10 men from the
Ministry of Works and Development
and the New Zealand Army who will
make an early start on construction
work at Scott Base.
Ninty-three of the American
passengers on Winfly went south to
prepare for the National Science
Foundation's summer research pro
gramme. Dr R. Cameron, of the NSF
Division of Polar Programmes, was a
turnaround passenger; Mr R. Robbins,
representative of ITT Antarctic Ser
vices, contractors to NSF for support
services and 81 members of the contrac
tors' staff remained. There were also 12
scientists who made an early start on
four projects in McMurdo Sound.
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Starlifter drops 26 tonnes of cargo
More than 26 tonnes of mail, fresh the Starlifter at 60deg S and was back in
food, and supplies were dropped to 111 Christchurch at 5.56 p.m. after 9hr
men and women at the Amundsen-Scott 42min in the air. It was followed 14min
South Pole Station, McMurdo Station, later by the Starlifter which took lOhr
and Scott Base by a United States Air 26min for the operation.
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Williams Field. Orheim, of the Norwegian Polar
cnr f. _-A„i|. ,. .. .,_,. Institute, the expedition will establish its
t a n k i f n A f t ^ r ^ V ^ ^ u m a J o r fi e l d c a m P o f a b o u t 1 0 s c i e n t i s t s
a f,,el loaS of 79 n££h I»"S l - *£ Ht 12dSg S/2deg 45min E" AU the fie,d
i nr i ' b' 1WES ft '" th5 Parties wil1 be Picked up when the ship
r e f u e l e dtheh ?
? $ L S 8 at
2 8, a.m.
« " l when
" * c oprogramme
mPletes its marine research
retuelled
Starlifter
the two aircraft reached 60dec S. and i ~, • ir u .L _■• •
ofXf wasatat°7d8leg KffiffSE SgKS ^the^ % *' S°Uth
lifter was over the Ross Ice Shelf at til 5 • 19?u"79, ^^ a
11 15 a m and hJinX bXiJ. c.n ■ Norwegian expedition aboard the Polarwli 'chrreacC^Tlvp™'
S,a"0"
y the
i s l a n d fitS*"!*1
w h e r e s c' i eSUmmer
n t i s t s w o r "ft?
k e d f?"
or
Forty-eight containers were used on two weeks, and on its second cruise to
June 23 for the second drop of 12.4 Queen Maud Land from Cape Town the
tonnes of cargo which was made at ship picked up five men who had
12.10 p.m. The KC10 tanker took off operated an upper air station on the
with a fuel load of 50,0001b, refuelled island for two months and a half.

ANARE REPORTS

Transport plan deferred
again
Plans for a new Antarctic transport system to support Australia's
summer research programme have been deferred again by the
Government for financial reasons. New proposals for the acquisition
of an ice-strengthened marine research vessell, and the progressive
introduction of air transport to the three Antarctic bases, Casey,
Davis, and Mawson, will be presented in next year's Budget. But the
Antarctic Division has been able to charter a new larger supply ship
built in West Germany.
This year the Antarctic Division has
been allocated about AS25.8 million
for the research and logistic support
of the 38th programme of Australian
National Antarctic Research Expedi
tions (ANARE). Expenditure last season
was about AS21.8 million.

Between October and March the Nella
Dan and Icebird will make eight voyages
south. Nearly A$8 million has been
provided for ship charter costs, but the
amount includes charters to 1987-88 of
the Nella Dan, and the Nanok S, which
ANARE will not use this season.

Expenditure on science projects this
season will include detailed mapping of
the Stillwell Hills, an ice-free area west
of Mawson, and the installation of two
more automatic weather stations at
Casey and Davis, and replacement of
the station at 68deg 39min S/60deg
33min E and 150km south-west of
Mawson. It has operated since January,
1982, but ceased transmission in early
February because of battery failure.
Part of this year's budget will be used to
prepare for next season's major geo
logical and biological study of the
Bunger Hills, the second largest ice-free
area in Australian territory, which is
300km east of Casey and between it and
the Soviet station, Mirny.
Anare will use only two chartered
ships, the Nella Dan and Icebird, this
season to deliver 300 men and women
and materials to Casey, Davis, Mawson,
and the sub-Antarctic station on Mac
quarie Island. They will be engaged in 72
research projects. The ships will relieve
107 members of the winter teams, and
96 men and women will remain for the
1985 winter.

Because the 4000-tonne Icebird,
which has modular accommodation for
90 passengers and a helicopter deck, can
carry more than 5000 cubic metres of
cargo, nearly double that of earlier
cargo ships, ANARE will be able to
mount a 40-day marine science cruise in
Antarctic waters by the Nella Dan as
part of the second phase of the Second
International BIOMASS Experiment
(SIBEX II). Logistic problems and
delays in the pack ice last season meant
that the Nella Dan was available for
only six days of research, and did not
take part in SIBEX I. Her third voyage
will be made for the SIBEX II pro
gramme, which represents the third year
of a major international marine research
effort to gain more knowledge of
Antarctica's marine ecosystem.
Icebird is expected to be completed
towards the end of December, and the
tight construction schedule means
that she will be unable to call at an
Australian port on her way to Antarctica
before testing. Present plans are for the
ship to pick up cargo at Cape Town,
proceed direct to the ice edge, resupply
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Mawson, Davis, and Casey, and then
return to Melbourne.
Three glaciological traverses have
been made from Casey by this year's
winter team. The autumn traverse party
of six left on March 5 to continue
research of the East Antarctic ice sheet
inland from the station. It returned on
Mav ^ havino tro\rp\\e>A Ofit-m ol<-»nrr tho

line of the International Antarctic
Glaciological Project ice movement
marker network, and cached 114 drums
of fuel at the southernmost point for the
spring traverse party.A winter traverse to the Law Dome

was aborted when the party's D5 tractor
developed mechanical trouble 15km east
of its destination. High winds, low
temperatures, and soft snow forced the
team to return on May 27. This traverse
was followed by a second to the Vanderford Glacier, expected to take a month.
On the spring traverse, planned to
uv-giii vcii i/ in j\.|«i.iirh.i, tiiw yai iy win

follow a line from Casey towards the
Soviet station, Vostok. One of its tasks
during its four months in the field will
be to instal automatic weather stations
on the Polar Plateau at elevations of
3000m, 2500m, and 2000m.

Ice runway studies near Casey
Preliminary studies of the planned
compressed snow runway at Lanyon
Junction, 30km inland from Casey,
were made last summer. Present plans
call for RAAF Hercules aircraft to fly
from Hobart to the Casey facility as part
of the new Antarctic transport system
later this decade.
Work last summer was done from a

field camp which cost some A$439,000.
A snow blower was used to place
processed snow on the runway site.
Then a grader was used to spread the
loose snow, which was then compressed
by a roller to form the runway surface.
Tests of pavement strength was carried
out on site and results indicated that the
project is feasible.

Australia's sub-Antarctic plan
Geological and geophysical research
in the waters around sub-Antarctic
Heard and McDonald Islands will be
part of a year-long search for pros
pective oil and gas areas around the
Australian continental shelf by the
Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology,
and Geophysics (BMR). Heard Island
(53deg 01 min S/73deg 23min E) and the
outlying McDonald Islands 43km to the
west in the Indian Ocean have been
Australian possessions for many years.
In the next five years BMR is expected
to carry out marine geoscience research
around the Australian continental shelf,
using a chartered ship. The programme
announced last month covers areas off
the coasts of Western Australia, south
west Victoria, New South Wales and
Queensland as well as the sub-Antarctic
islands.
Australian reports suggest that the
chartered ship will be ice-strengthened

because BMR hopes it will be used for
marine geoscience voyages to Antarctica
in addition to cruises around Australia
and to the south-west Pacific. There
have been indications that one survey
might be carried out near the KerguelenGaussberg undersea ridge north-east of
Davis Station, and another in 1986-87,
possibly in the Shackleton Ice Shelf area
which extends along the Queen Mary
Coast of Wilkes Land from 105deg E to
95deg E.
Topographic surveys of Heard Island
and the McDonald Islands and bathymetric surveys of the offshore areas
were made by an Australian expedition
in 1980, working from the Cap Pillar.
The expedition, organised by the
Division of National Mapping, Depart
ment of National Development,
included scientists from BRM and
Australian Antarctic Research Expedi
tions. (ANARE).
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Two expeditions to Pole in 1985
A private British expedition which
plans to make a 1420km journey to the
South Pole from Cape Evans, Ross
Island, in 75 days during the summer of
1985, is expected to leave London for
Antarctica by sea early in November.
With supplies and some members of the
expedition the 320-tonne converted
Icelandic and North Sea trawler
Southern Quest, formerly the oil pol
lution control vessel Cleanseas I, will
sail to Lyttelton by way of Cardiff,
Cape Town, Melbourne, Sydney, and
Hobart, arriving late in January.
Co-leaders of the expedition are
Robert Swan, a 28-year-old tree surgeon
and self-styled explorer, and 34-year-old
Roger Mear, a professional moun
taineering instructor, both of whom
have worked with the British Antarctic
Survey. They plan to haul two sledges
from Cape Evans to the Pole next
summer, recreating Scott's journey in
1911-12, including the ascent of the
Beardmore Glacier. No advance depots
will be set up along the route, and there
will be no air support.
From Lyttelton the Southern Quest
will sail to Cape Evans with the five men
of the winter party. There Swan, Mear,
and their companions will winter in a
prefabricated hut which will have
electric light, chemical toilets, a coalFired stove, and a radio. The other
members of the shore party who will
spend more than 11 months at Cape
Evans, are the medical officer, Dr
Michael Stroud, who has served with the
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey
(now BAS), a Canadian, Gareth Wood,
who will act as radio operator and
maintenance engineer, and an
American, Jim Lutz, in charge of boat
operations.
In October, if the weather is
favourable, Swan and Mear plan to
make an early start for the South Pole.
Each man will start the journey on skis,
and hauling a sledge loaded with 136kg
of food, fuel, and equipment. They will

use a tent weighing less than 201b and
designed to withstand winds of up to 100
Swan and Mear hope to reach the
Pole by January. Originally they said
they would be flown back to McMurdo
Station by a United Hercules aircraft.
But they have learned since that the
United States will not provide tranpsort
or sell fuel from stocks at the Pole
Station to private expeditions. It has
now been suggested that the expedition
will charter a Chilean aircraft for the
flight back to Ross Island.
A British-Norwegian private glacio
logical expendition plans to follow a
route to the Pole similar to that of
Amundsen in 1911 in the 1985-86
summer. Using two sledges, each pulled
by nine dogs, the party, led by a 33-yearold glaciologist, Dr Monica Kristensen,
of the Norwegian Polar Institute, will
ski 1300km to the Pole from a Bay of
Whales Bay on the Ross Ice Shelf
between October, 1985 and January,
1986.
Present plans are for the expedition to
set up its base in late September. Five
supply depots will be set up by air along
the Pole route at intervals of about
220km. In early January the party
expects to return to McMurdo Station
by air.
Dr Kristensen, who has made two
expeditions by ship to the Weddell Sea,
and will join the Norwegian expedition
to Queen Maud Land this summer, will
travel with 38-year-old Bjorn Wold,
head of the glaciological section,
Norwegian Water Resources Board,
who has been twice to Queen Maud
Land, Dr Neil Mclntyre (25) who has
been on glaciological expeditions to the
Canadian Arctic, the Himalayas, and
Spitsbergen. The third man is Nick Cox
(30), formerly of the British Antarctic
Survey. He has also spent three seasons
on the support staff of a British geo
logical expedition to Spitsbergen.
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Southern Quest, formerly Cleanseas I, the British expedition ship.

Polar Duke will replace Hero
To replace its research vessel Hero
which has been used for marine and
coastal studies in the Antarctic Penin
sula area since 1968 the United States
National Science Foundation has leased
through its contractor ITT/Antarctic
Services the Norwegian-built icestrengthened
motor
vessel
Polar Ltd,
Duke.
" - 'ease from
Carino
Shipping
of
)hn's, Newfoundland, is for three
rs with provision for two one-year
extensions.
A diesel-driven wooden ship equipped
with sails and designed to use for work
in ice-filled waters the aging Hero made
her last transit of Drake Passageto
South America last season. She will go
to Southern California this month after
work in the coastal region of southern

Chile. Present plans are to sell the ship
as government surplus.
Designed for scientific and trans^..
expeditions in Arctic and Antarctic
areas the 1594-tonne Polar Duke was
built in 1983 for the Norwegian shij
firm of G. Reiber, Bergen,
operates the polar research ships '
sirkel, Polar Queen, and Polar ',
She is 66.75m long and her two uumi
engines give her a maximum speed of 15
knots.
To support United States research
programmes in biology, oceanography,
and geology the Polar Duke's present
cargo space will be used for
laboratories. She has a helicopter deck,
accommodation for 41 persons, and can
be used for offshore diving and support
work.
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First Chinese expedition
to Antarctica
China, which acceded to the Antarctic Treaty last year, will send its
first expedition to Antarctica this season. A ship with a summer team
of 48 scientists and technicians will go south on November 20 to the
Antarctic Peninsula area where marine research will be carried out.
Scientists will also work on shore from a summer station.
Since 1977 the People's Republic of summer of 1979-80 when two spent a
China has been interested in Antarctic month at the continental base, Casey,
affairs. Its scientists have worked with Since then others have wintered at the
Australian, New Zealand, Chilean, and three continental bases, Mawson, Davis,
Argentinean research programmes, and Casey, and taken part in summer
Observers attended the 1980 and 1982 marine cruises.
meetings of the Scientific Committee of Although China has sent
Antarctic Research, and a National glaciologists, physicists, geologists, and
Committee for Antarctic Research was biologists to work in Antarctica its main
established in 1981. Since 1980 the interest is research in the marine
number of scientists who have worked in sciences. Back in 1980 when Mr R. B.
Antarctica has risen to 32.
Thomson, director of New Zealand's
New Zealand has been associated with Antarctic Division, and Professor G. A.
the long-term plans of the PRC to Knox, then president of SCAR, visited
establish a permanent research station China they discussed with the Chinese
on the Antarctic Continent. There have authorities the strengthening of a
been discussions on scientific and 4200-tonne oceanographic research ship
logistic questions since 1979 and in the for use in Antarctica. It operates out of
1981-82 season two Chinese scientists the Ross Dependency for the estabhshtook part in the New Zealand research ment of a permanent research station.
But there appears to have been no
programme.
In the 1982-83 season Mr Wu Hing, resPonse t0 tne "offer"director of the Chinese National Antarc- China's decision to send an expedition
tic Reserch Committee, the deputy to the Antarctic this summer follows a
director, Mr Guo Kung, and Mr Li visit to the United States in July by
Xiong Chaung, deputy director of the Messrs Wu Hing and Guo Kun, and a
Low Temperature Scientific Research biologist, Mr Lu Peiding, who wintered
Institute, visited Canberra, Melbourne, at the Australian station, Davis, in 1982.
Sydney, and the Australian Antarctic They discussed the United States
Division near Hobart. They also visited Antarctic research programme with
Wellington, and Christchurch where representatives of the National Science
they had discussions with the Antarctic Foundation, and also made visits to a
Division. Mr Li Xiong Chaung then United States Coast Guard icebreaker
spent several days in Antarctica to gain and universities engaged in Antarctic
an insight into operations on the conti- research. In 1982 two senior marine
nent and the extent of New Zealand's biologists discussed the prospects of a
science and support role. A Chinese co-operative marine research prowoman geologist worked as a guest gramme with American university
scientist in the 1983-84 season. scientists.
Chinese scientists first worked with
Australian National Antarctic Research
Expeditions (ANARE) during the
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Constructions of India's
station

Four Indian Navy and Air Force helicopters and a construction team
of 28 engineers, fitters, carpenters, and electricians, took part in the
establishment of India's permanent station Dakshin Gangotri (70deg
05min 37sec S/12deg E) on the Princess Astrid Coast of Queen Maud
Land last season. When the third expedition's chartered icestrengthened Finnish ship Finn Polaris sailed for Goa in the first
week of March a winter team of 12 scientists and support staff re
mained. It will be relieved by the fourth expedition about December
25 and the station will be fully operational this season.
India's first winter team is housed in Plans for futute air support of Indian
Indian-made modules which were lifted Antarctic research are still being controm the Finn Polaris and taken to the sidered by the Indian Air Force, which is
station site by the helicopters. The interested in the use of ski-equipped
prefabricated modules are constructed Hercules aircraft from the Lockheed
ot aluminium alloys and fibreglass. Corporation in the United States. Last
Between late December and the end of season Wing Commanders P. N. S.
February the construction team erected Jayarao and I. M. Thammi flew south
a biological laboratory and a from New Zealand to study the United
meteorological observatory. Radio States Navy VXE-6 Squadron's use of
engineers installed a satellite com- ski-equipped Hercules aircraft on the
munications system and a helipad was continent, and the logistic problems of
laid out on the ice.
air support in Antarctica, particularly
One of the two Indian Air Force Mi-8 helicopters crashed within 100m of the Finn
Polaris and sank on the third day after the third expedition arrived. Flight Engineer
N. M. Rai and Wing Commander R. S. Tandon escaped uninjured; Wing Commander
R. D. Madhok, joint commander of the air support group, was seriously injured and
needed mouth to mouth resuscitation. Two other crew members fell into the sea but
were fished out unharmed.
There were 81 scientists and support the maintenance and storage of fuel
staff in the expedition which was supplies.
organised by the Department of Ocean , ,>I1IPnanf rninn^t <; <: ci,,rmn nf
Development and led by Dr H. K. Gupta ,ut^lenant_CJ?£nel S. S. Sharma, of
director of the Farth St..Hi^ PpntTa the Defence and Research Development
TrivaSrSL ^pUat $"S %a? o 2RS?S 2S " ^ *"" T**'
Kerala Dr hiiJ.'. «4«nM«, fJ" £1 ,has done research on snow and ava-

concerned with fisheries research.
A self-contained air support group
operated two Indian Air Force Mi-8
helicopters and two Indian Navy
Alouette III helicopters. These were
used for aerial photography and logistic
support, field operations, and
hydrographic surveys.

officer), Parmjit Singh (radio operator),
R. R. Sinha (engineer), Ram Kumar
(maintenance officer), S. Joseph (elec
trician), V. S. Rana (diesel mechanic),
Padmanabhan (fitter), S. Thambi
(carpenter) and S. Sadekar (cook).
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Enderby Land oil survey
by Japan
A second marine geophysical survey in the Australian sector of
Antarctica sponsored by the Japanese Agency for National
Resources and Energy will begin late in November when the
Japanese Metal Mining Agency's geological survey ship Hakurei
Maru sails from Tokyo to work off the Enderby Land coast until
early next year. Between mid-December and the first week of
February scientists from the technology centre of the Japan National
Oil Corporation will conduct geological and geophysical surveys
around East Antarctica to Amundsen Bay (66deg 55min S/50deg
In the 1985-86 season surveys will be
conducted in the Norwegian sector of
Queen Maud Land. This will mark the
end of a three-year programme which
began last season in the Wilkes Basin
area of the Dumont d'Urville Sea off
Adelie Land and the Ross Sea. The
survey was made in two stages.
This season the Hakurei Maru is
expected to leave Fremantle, Western
Australia, for Antarctica on the first
stage of the survey. She will be in the
Enderby Land area from December 19

^M

to 30 and back in Fremantle from
January 8 to 11. On the second stage of
the survey the Hakurei Maru will work
in the Enderby Land area from January
19 to February 7, and will return to
Fremantle on February 19.
This programme is the second
sponsored by the Japanese Agency for
Natural Resources and Energy since the
1980-81 season. The first covered
marine geophysical surveys in the
Bellinghausen Sea (1980-81), Weddell
Sea (1981-82) and Ross and Dumont
d'Urville Seas (1982-83).

New Japanese summer camp

Next season's Japanese Antarctic
Research Expedition will establish a
small summer camp near the Sor
Rondane Mountains in Queen Maud
Land at about 71.5deg S/24 deg E. It
will be occupied between December 25
"ebruary 20. Both permanent
MuuwiiS, Syowa, on East Ongul Island in
Lutzow-Holm Bay, and Mizuho about
300km to the south-east on the inland
ice sheet will be occupied all next year.
Since 1982 the J ARE glaciological
programme has been concentrated in
eastern Queen Maud Land. Mizuho is
being used as the centre of glaciological
field studies of an area between 20deg E
and 50deg E and from the coast to about
80deg S. Next year a major glaciological

fi l l

traverse will be carried out to a site at
about 70deg S/35 deg E.

Japan's new icebreaker anH •■'ship Shirase, which made i._
voyage south last season, is expected to
leave Fremantle for Syowa early in
December. She will remain at or near the
station from December 10 to March 5,
and is expected to arrive at Port Louis,
Mauritius, on March 15.
For support of scientific projects and
the transport of men and supplies to
Syowa the Shirase carries two SikorskyS61A helicopters and one Bell 47GA.
One Pilatus Porter and one Cessna will
be stationed at Syowa until January next
year.
■M t f i M i i r m r
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BAS NEWS

Earth and marine science
projects
A wide range of research projects will be conducted by British
Antarctic Survey scientists in the 1984-85 summer season. The BAS
annual budger has been increased by five million sterling to about 11
million, and it will continue to maintain five permanent stations and
to operate the Royal Research Ships John Biscoe and Bransfield and
three Twin Otter aircraft throughout the season.
Air operations will be based at aiid its relation to East Antarctica. This
Rothera (Adelaide Island), as usual,
year's programme will be centred on
chiefly in support of earth sciences field Thurston Island and the Jones
programmes, and Damoy air facility Mountains.
(Wiencke Island) will be reoccupied
during ferry operations. Halley (Brunt
GEOPHYSICS WORK
Ice Shelf) and Faraday (Argentine
Antarctic Peninsula projects include
Islands) will continue to function as tectonic
and ser,,'moT,fr,lr"*i'w,l !««««♦'—
geophysical observatories, and Signy tions of for
(South Orkneys) and Bird Island (South
complex rocks, and geochemical and
Georgia) as biological stations.
sampling of plutonic
RRS John Biscoe is expected to arrive geochronological
rocks in Palmer Land and basement
in the Antarctic in late October, and will rocks in Graham Land. This work will
establish a field party at Hope Bay be carried out on the Trinity Peninsula
before delivering men and cargo to (at the northern tip of the Antarctic
Damoy from where they will be flown
on Alexander Island and in
south. Bird Island, Signy and Faraday Peninsula),
the Mobiloil Inlet area.
will then be relieved and some field huts
There will be two main field
inspected
and replenished.
' "-y to mid-March
1985, theFrom
ship geophysics projects. The first of these,
to be undertaken by four men on George
..i.. ._sume work on marine biological
programmes and is expected to return to VI Ice Shelf, will use integrated tech
niques (gravity measurements, seismic
Britain in mid-April.
"depth to bedrock" sounding, radioRRS Bransfield's itinerary will, as echo
sounding and altimetry) to investi
usual, depend on sea ice and weather gate sub-ice topography, geological
conditions, but her main tasks will be structures and the tectonics of the area.
the relief of Halley and the establish
The southern part of George VI Sound,
ment of depots on the Ronne Ice Shelf where it is widest, will be of special
and south of Alexander Island. She is interest.
due to return home in mid-May.
The second geophysical project
BAS geologists will undertake a range
aeromagnetics. Surveys over
of research projects between the concerns
past seasons have revealed several very
northern tip of the Antarctic Peninsula large, isolated magnetic anomalies along
and northern Ellsworth Land. Two the Black Coast of the Antarctic Penin
geologists with a BAS Twin Otter air
sula. These are probably due to large
craft will join a United States team for sub-surface structures of highly
a second season's field work on the magnetic rock. Two men will traverse
geological evolution of West Antarctica the anomalies and do a detailed ground
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magnetic survey, take gravity measure
ments and collect rock samples.
Airborne radio-echo sounding will be
carried out over the Thurston Island —
Jones Mountains area and southern
Palmer Land to provide detailed
glaciological information. This is part of
a long-term BAS study of the dynamic
behaviour of key areas of the Antarctic
ice sheet, aimed at understanding the ice
sheet's relationship to changes in climate
and sea level. To this end, glaciologists
will also carry out a lOOkm-long survey
to investigate the sliding behaviour of
the Rutford Ice Stream up-stream from
its grounding line, and revisit a dis
turbed area of the Ronne Ice Shelf
between the Korff and Henry Ice Rises.
ICE DRILLING
Further work will be done on the
important role of ice shelves in con
trolling the stability of the ice sheet. A
recently improved hot-water drill will be
used on the George VI Ice Shelf to reach
the sea through about 400m of ice. The
interaction between ice shelves and the
underlying sea water will be studied by
means of temperature profiles in the ice
and year-round monitoring of physical
and chemical characteristics of the water
volume. The glaciologists hope to
recover two tide gauges and two current
meters deployed last year, as part of a
study of the dissipation of tidal energy
by non-elastic bending of ice shelves.
An investigation is being continued
into the relationship between the
chemistry of snow and pollutants and
natural impurities in the atmosphere, to
improve the basis for interpreting ice
core data. This summer, a chemist will
visit Gipps Ice Rise on the Larsen Ice
Shelf and the Antarctic Peninsula
plateau to collect air and snow samples.
There has been meticulous preparation
to ensure that the safnples will be uncontaminated, and the field workers will
wear sterile clothing, including face
masks.
RRS John Biscoe will resume marine
biology cruises after Christmas. Most of
January will be occupied with a SIBEX No( an astronaut but a chemical geologist
(Second International BIOMAS Experi- collecting clean ice core samples, bas photo
ment) investigation into the distribution
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and biology of krill, which will be
carried out in the Bransfield Strait and
southern Drake Passage. This is part of
the international BIOMASS programme
on Southern Ocean ecosystems.
Work will then continue on the
long-term BAS Offshore Biological
Programme OBP. Its first phase this
year will be a detailed study of the effect
of a specific physical phenomenon (to be
selected during SIBEX) on the concen
tration of krill and other plankton.
After this, a brief visit to the United
States Palmer Station on Anvers Island
will provide a welcome mid-cruise
break.
KRILL STUDIES
The second phase will consist mainly
of studies on the variability and microstructure of krill swarms, using a BASbuilt plankton recorder and a video/
stereo still camera system. If there is
time, further work will be done on the
sampling efficiency of various nets. The
cruise is due to end at Rio de Janeiro in
mid-March.

Continuing work on krill predators
(birds and seals) at Bird Island and
Signy will supplement the OBP cruise.
Biological diving through sea ice at
Signy was resumed in mid-June. The
consolidation of the ice made travel to
field work sites around Signy Island
easier, and also enabled most of the men
to visit nearby Coronation Island. A
refuge hut on Coronation Island was
replenished and several peaks climbed.
Short journeys were also undertaken
from Rothera over mid-winter but were
restricted by bad weather. At Halley, the
main attraction, as usual, has been the
Emperor penguin colony 11km from the
station. A line of fuel drums now marks
the route, to facilitate travel in winter
darkness (which lasts about three
months) and as a safeguard in any
sudden deterioration in the weather.
Satellite communications between
Faraday, Halley, Rothera and Signy and
the Cambridge headquarters are
functioning well and proving a great
asset.

Blizzards slow Brabant Island team
Eight men of the 1983-85 British Joint
Services Expedition to Brabant Island,
the largest unexplored island in Antarc
tica off the west coast of the Antarctic
Peninsula, are spending the winter in
tents, under the leadership of Com
mander Chris Furse, R.N. Because of
the extremely rugged terrain and persist
ent severe weather — gales, blizzards,
and avalanches — their movement
around the island has been even slower
than expected. Only the northern part
was explored last season by the 10
members of the summer party.
Five of the eight men, travelling in
skidoos, continued survey and
geological field work for three weeks in
May, though restricted by gales and bliz
zards. They returned to the Metchnikoff
Point base camp in good condition at
the end of the month, but had to leave
a loaded sledge where it had fallen 10m
down a crevasse. Fortunately, they were
able to recover it in a lull in the weather

a month later. Their work was resumed
in mid-July but was again hampered by
gales, heavy snow-fall and avalanches.
A reconnaissance of a skidoo route
south, via the 2000m Harvey Heights in
the centre of the island, also proceeded
in stages and was to be resumed in midAugust. The winter team hopes the
route will be established in time for the
expedition to move to the southern half
of the island in September.
On a conspicuous boulder over
looking the base camp site, the winter
team has placed a plaque com
memorating the visit of the Belgica in
1898. A party from the Belgica was the
first to land on the island, and five men,
Adrien de Gerlache (the leader),
Amundsen, Arctowski, Cook and Danco, spent several nights ashore — in the
first recorded tent in the Antarctic.
Adrien's grandson Francois de Gerlache
is a member of the winter team.
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East German geological work in
Wohlthat Mts
Two meteorologists from the German
Democratic Republic will make observa
tions at three Soviet stations, Vostok,
Mirny, and Molodezhnaya this summer
to measure the spectral-optical thickness
of aerosols and other minor atmospheric
constituents. U. Leiter and K. H. Schulz
will spend several weeks at each station
working within the framework of the
29th Soviet Antarctic Expedition (SAE)
from the GDR base, laboratory about
1.5km east of the Soviet station,
Novolazarevskaya in Queen Maude
Land.
Nine scientists and technicians are in
two winter teams which will continue
their research programme within the
summer season of the 30th Soviet
Antarctic Expedition. Three scientists,
Dr P. Junghans (leader), L. Tharang
(meteorologist) and W. Teschner
(electrician) are at the GDR base
laboratory and three biologists are with
the SAE winter team at Bellingshausen
Station on King George Island, South
Shetlands.
This winter Dr Junghans and his team
have continued an upper atmosphere
programme, including auroral observa
tions and ionosphere studies. Weather
satellite pictures have been received for
daily reports and sea ice analysis. Con
tinuing environmental studies have
included hydrological, biological, and
geological programmes in the Schirmacher Oasis and surrounding areas,
investigation of human protein
metabolism, and a study of the
psychological aspects of adaptation to
winter conditions.
Ecological studies of Antarctic birds
and seals began last summer from
Bellinghausen Station. Dr H. U. Peter,
M. Kaiser, and A. Gebauer, also worked
irby Nelson Island. Their proincluded parasitological
dtions of vertebrates and
invertebrates.
A GDR geologist, J. Hoffman, will
continue geological field work within

the Soviet programme at Druzhnaya
(75deg 36min S/57deg 49min W)
between December and February. Last
summer GDR geologists did geological
mapping of the Schirmacher Oasis area
from Novolazarevskaya, and investi
gated soil on glacial and periglacial
deposits.
Between November and February last
season Soviet field work ranged from
the Wohlthat Mountains (71 deg 35min
S/12deg 20min E) east of the Orvin
Mountains in central Queen Maud Land
to the Hutton Mountains (74deg 12min
S/62deg 20min W) in south-east Palmer
Land. GDR geologists started in
November working around Molodezh
naya. They did geological sampling and
investigated pegmatite veins.
Geological, environmental, and
chemical projects in the Wohlthat
Mountains included mapping a
geological profile, collecting 100 rock
samples, sampling of water, algae,
mosses and lichens for isotopic studies,
and determination of the chemical and
physical values of the freshwater lakes
Undersee and Obersee. The Druzhnaya
II programme included structuralgeological studies in the Hutton Moun
tains and sampling for geochronological
and paleomagnetic investigations.
Microclimatical investigations in
breeding colonies of penguins on Ardley
Island in Maxwell Bay were made by the
GDR biologists who worked from Bell
ingshausen Station in the 1983-84
season. They also continued studies of
Antarctic birds and seals on King
George and Nelson Islands.
•

•

•

•

Nearly a year ago five Chilean women
mountaineers were reported to be nla^
ning the first feminine exploring i .
tion to Antarctica in January
February this year. Since then there has
been a complete lack of reports of the
expedition climbing Antarctic peaks or
exploring anywhere.
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Nine Argentine winter and
summer bases
Argentina's Antarctic research programme for the 1984-85 season
will be carried out at six permanent stations and one refuge. Three
other stations, two temporary and one previously permanent, will be
occupied for the summer only. Support for the winter and summer
stations and the scientific programme will be provided by the
icebreaker and research ship Almirante Irizar and the polar ship
Bahia Paraiso, which will supply the occupied bases between
December and January.
One of the permanent stations and a
A refuge on Nelson Island, one of the
temporary station are in the Weddell Sea smaller islands in the South Shetlands
area. They are Belgrano II (77deg 51 min will be occupied temporarily this season.
S/34deg 33min W) on the Bertrab It is Gurruchaga which was named for
Nunatak, and Belgrano I, established in an Argentine Navy dispatch boat.
1955 on the Filchner Ice Shelf but now
used only for summer research projects
Air support will be provided this
when required. Two other permanent season between September and March
stations are in the Antarctic Peninsula by the Argentine Air Force which makes
area — Esperanza (63deg 24min monthly flights to its station, ViceS/56deg 59min W) and the most comodoro Marambio, with Hercules
southern base, San Martin (68deg 07min aircraft. Research activities will be sup
S/67deg 08min W) in Marguerite Bay. ported on the Antarctic Peninsula and in
Vice-comodoro Marambio (64deg surrounding areas by a Twin Otter air
14min S/56deg 38min W) is on Seymour craft and one helicopter at the base.
Island at the southern margin of Erebus Additional support will be given by the
and Terror Gulf.
Almirante Irizar and the Bahia Paraiso
operate Bell 212 and Puma
This season Jubany (62deg 12min which
S/58deg 38min W) established 31 years SA-330 helicopters. For Antarctic
the Air Force employs two
ago as a refuge in Potter Cove, King operations
aircraft, one of which can be
George Island, South Shetlands, will be Hercules
manned permanently as it was in the used as a tanker, and Bell 212 and Sea
1982-83 and 1983-84 seasons. The other King H-3 helicopters.
permanent station is Orcadas (60deg
Provisional plans for the Almirante
45min S/44deg 43min W) which is Irizar
are for her to work off the
Argentina's oldest station. It was Filchner Ice Shelf to support Belgrano I
established in 1904 on Laurie Island in and II, and also to relieve San Martin on
the South Orkneys.
the west side of the Antarctic Peninsula.
In addition to Belgrano I Argentina The Bahia Paraiso is expected to call at
will use one other summer Station, Orcadas, Jubany, Esperanza and ViceTeniente Matienzo (64deg 58min comodoro Marambio.
S/60deg 64min W) on the Larsen Ice
Shelf off the Antarctic Peninsula.
In the 1983-84 season scientists
Almirante Brown (64deg 53min S/62deg aboard the Almirante Irizar carried out
53min W), the permanent station in sampling of the surface and deep waters
Paradise Bay was destroyed by fire on of the Antarctic Ocean for determina
the morning of April 12 but the tion of petroleum residue and petroleum
emergency camp, which was undamag
hydrocarbons. Coastal sediments were
ed, will be occupied during the summer also sampled to determine the petroleum
by a small team.
hydrocarbon content.
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N.Z. wannigans for Uruguayan base
Uruguay's first Antarctic research
station, which will be established on
King George Island, South Shetlands,
this season, will include New Zealandmade buildings. Arrangements for the
sale of three wannigans to the
Uruguayan Antarctic Institute for
$NZ33,000 have been made through the
Antarctic Division, Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research.
Built in Levin the wannigans are 7'/2 m
long and 4m wide. Two can be clipped
together to make a larger building. The
wannigans will be shipped from New
Zealand to Panama and then trans
ported to the Chilian port of Punta
Arenas, Tierra del Fuego, by the
Chilean vessel General Gonzales Videia.
From Punta Arenas the wannigans
will be flown to the Chilean Rodolfo
Marsh Station in a Uruguayan Air Force
aircraft. The Uruguayan expedition is
expected to leave from Montevideo for
King George Island late in November.

Uruguay will be the sixth Antarctic
Treaty nation to establish a research
station on King George Island. Argen
tina, Chile, the Soviet Union, and
Poland have been there for several
years. Last season Brazil put its first
summer station, Commandante Ferraz
on Plaza Point (62deg 6min S/58deg
26min W) at the head of Admiralty Bay.
Arrangements for the purchase and
shipment of the New Zealand-built
wannigans followed the visit to Scott
Base last season of a Uruguayan
Antarctic Institute representative,
Lieutenant-Colonel Omar Porciuncula y
Lamela. During his study of the logistics
of the New Zealand programme he saw
similar units being erected in the drill
camp at Butter Point in preparation for
this season's drilling project in McMurdo
Sound, Cenozoic Investigations in the
Ross Sea (CIROS).
References: "Antarctic", March, 1984,
P.187-190, and June, P.221.

Logistic support by N.Z. Services
As part of New Zealand's regular
contribution to the joint logistics pool
agreement with the United States Royal
New Zealand Air Force Hercules air
craft will make 14 return flights between
Christchurch and McMurdo Station in
Operation Ice Cube — the same number
as last season. The flights between
November and December will support
the two countries' research programmes.
Early next month United States Star
lifters will begin the summer airlift of
scientists, support staff, and materials.
The RNZAF Hercules aircraft will com
plete their flights before the annual sea
ice runway in McMurdo Sound is closed
for operations.
Two RNZAF helicopter crews will be
attached to the United States Navy's
VXE-6 Squadron for one month each
and will fly on support missions during
the summer season. The RNZAF will
also have a Hercules team of one pilot,
one navigator, one flight engineer, and

one loadmaster on exchange duty with
VXE-6 Squadron.
New Zealand Army cargo handling
teams will also contribute to the logistic
pool. One officer and one senior N.C.O.
will be on duty for the complete summer
season; two teams of 10 cargo handlers
will each spend half the season on the
McMurdo Sound sea ice and Williams
Field ice shelf runways.
Another RNZAF contribution to the
logistic flights will be a mobile air move
ment section of one officer and five
NCOs. Four fire-fighting staff with
crash crew experience will assist with
duties at the McMurdo Sound runway
from early October to mid-December.
• • • •
Scott's journey to the South Pole is
retraced on four stained glass windows in
the English village of Binton between
Stratford-on-Avon and Alcester. A vicar
of the parish was related to Oates.
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Chilean tourist
flights

Ice damage to
Agulhas

Two Chilean airlines made tourist
flights over Antarctica last summer.
Ladeco (Lineas Aerea del Cobre) (SA)
took 100 tourists from the cruise ship
Royal Viking Sky over the Antarctic
Peninsula on February 19 from the
Chilean Air Force station, Teniente
Marsh, on King George Island, South
Shetlands, and Aero Petrel made five
trips from Punta Arenas to the station
with a total of 30 tourists.
Ladeco used one of its three Boeing
737-200 aircraft for the tourist flight. It
also operates two Boeing 727-100s and
one 727-lOOc. It was founded 26 years
ago and from Santiago it operates
scheduled services to Chilean cities as
far south as Punta Arenas, the Chilean
port of Tierra del Fuego, and inter
national routes to Mendoza (Argentina),
Sao Paulo and Rio Janeiro (Brazil) and
Asuncion (Paraguay). Majority share
holders are a brewery company and an
agricultural land and fertiliser company.
Aero Petrel is a small charter airline
which operates from Punta Arenas. Its
tourist flights were made with a Cessna
404 Titan.

South Africa's Antarctic research and
supply ship Agulhas had to go into dry
dock this winter for major repairs after
her voyages south last season. The ship
encountered particularly heavy ice which
damaged the propeller blades, and the
final repair will be about R200,000.
($US 122,700.)
On her voyage to relieve Sanae, the
African station in Queen Maud Land the
5000-tonne Agulhas was in ice so thick
that it took the vessel 18 hours to cover

Ice in the Weddell Sea was still heavy
when the Agulhas was on the last trip
back to Cape Town and the propeller
blades were badly bent. Apart from a
stripping most of the hull and replacing
it with thicker plating. Because of the size
and cost of the operation only half the
ship from bow to midships was done this
year.

Cuba now 32nd treaty nation
Cuba, which sent two geographers to
Antarctica in 1982, acceded to the
Antarctic Treaty on August 16. There
are now 32 treaty members, 16 con
sultative parties and 16 acceding parties.
In March last year "Antarctic"
reported that Cuban scientists might
work with their Cuban counterparts
some time in the future. Before the two
geographers joined the 27th Soviet
Antarctic Expedition (SAE-27) to spend
a week at the main Soviet station,
Molodezhnaya, in November, 1982
Fidel Castro saw them in Havana and
discussed the possibilities that their trip
would open for Cuba in the scientific
field.
When members of SAE-27 celebrated

the 65th anniversary of the Bolshevik on
November 7 Dr Nunez Jimenez and
Angel Grana Gonzalez, of the Institute
of Geography, Cuban Academy of
Sciences, raised the Cuban flag next to
the flags of the Soviet Union and the
German Democratic Republic.
Dr Nunez Jimenez wrote a long article
about the Antarctic visit for "Gram
ma," the Cuban Communist Party
newspaper. The paper's 12-page weekly
review of December 26, 1982 was
entirely devoted to the visit and included
28 photographs.
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IWC MEETING

Whaling quotas reduced
again
Catch quotas for whale stocks of all species in the Northern and
Southern Hemispheres were reduced from 11005 to 7093 by the
International Whaling Commission at its 36th annual meeting in
Buenos Aires from June 18 to June 22. A five-year moratorium on
all commercial whaling comes into effect for the 1985-86 Antarctic
pelagic whaling season and for the 1986 seasons elsewhere.
In 1982 a proposal by the Seychelles
for phasing out commercial whaling
over three years and then setting zero
catch limits was agreed to by 25 votes to
seven with five abstentions. Japan,
Norway, the Soviet Union, and Peru
lodged objections within the 90 days
prescribed by IWC rules and thus were
not bound by the decision which became
into force on February 3 last year. Peru
withdrew its objection during last year's
meeting.
Japan, the Soviet Union, and Norway
are now the major commercial whaling
nations and are responsible between
them for 70 per cent of all catches. Five
whaling countries, Chile, Brazil, Peru
and Spain have all agreed to abandon
whaling by next year but Japan, the
Soviet Union, and Norway are not
:xpected to declare their intentions until
lext year's IWC meeting in the English
town of Eastbourne.
This year's meeting was concerned
with keeping catch quotas down until
the moratorium comes into effect.
Overall the catch quotas fixed represent
a reduction of about 64.5 per cent on the
1983 quotas.
A substantial reduction was made in
ne minke whale quotas, mainly for the
outhern Hemisphere where most of the
species are caught by Japanese and
Soviet factory ship expeditions operat
ing in the Antarctic. Small quantities are
also caught in the North Atlantic and
North Pacific, and off the main coasts

o f N o r w a y, I c e l a n d , a n d We s t
Greenland.
In the IWC plenary session the first
vote on the Southern Hemisphere minke
quota was on the techical committee
recommendation of 3887 compared with
the 1983 quota of 6655. The committee
voting was 21 in favour, eight against,
and four abstentions, but this did not
provide the required three-fourths
majority.
To gain additional Latin American
support the Seychelles proposed an
amendment adding 53 extra whales in
Area II for Brazil. This was defeated by
20 votes to nine with seven abstentions.
Brazil claimed that 53 extra were not
enough.
Brazil, Chile, Finland, Japan,
Norway, Peru, Philippines, South
Africa, and the Soviet Union voted
against the amendment. The People's
Republic of China, Denmark, Iceland,
South Korea, Spain, Switzerland, and
the United Kingdom abstained. Those in
favour were Antigua/Barbuda, Argen
tina, Australia, Belize, Egypt, France,
West Germany, India, Kenya, Mexico,
Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Oman, St Lucia, St Vincent, Senegal,
Seychelles, Sweden, and the United
States. The voting pattern on the bare
technical committee recommendation,
which was lost, was exactly the same,
20, nine, seven.
A total figure was then proposed by
the Seychelles on the basis that it would
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apply the same replace yield of stock
to Southern Hemisphere minkes as
accepted for those in the North Atlantic.
The total was made up as follows: Area
I, 563; II, 376; III, 844; IV, 974; V,
1013; VI, 877. This figure does not agree
with the area figures which are
maximums.
THREE OBJECTIONS
Japan, supported to some extent by
the United Kingdom, sought a
postponement of the vote but failed to
gather support. The proposal was then
adopted by 22 to seven with seven
abstentions. The Soviet Union, Japan
and Brazil then reserved their positions
on the resolution. This time the United
Kingdom and Denmark voted in favour,
and Mexico and South Africa joined the
abstainers.
Of the IWC full membership of 40
nations Costa Rica, Jamaica (which has
now withdrawn) and Uruguay were
absent from the meeting. A Uruguayan
representative appeared at one session
but did not vote. His credentials were
questioned and he did not return.
Last year South Africa was
epresented but did not take part in
iiscussions or in voting. This year it
joined the "conservationist" caucus and
let it be known that it would support
ecommendations of the scientific comnittee. Where scientific committee
opinions conflicted it tended to support
those at the upper end of the range in the
hope of being able to reach a com
promise with the whaling countries.
New Zealand was represented at the
meeting by the Whaling Commissioner,
Mr I. L. G. Stewart, who is also vicechairman of the technical committee,
and Mr M. Donoghue, of Greenpeace,
as a technical adviser. He has attended
previous meetings in 1980, 1981, and
1983. Observers were present from two
non-member governments, Canada and
Sri Lanka, from the Commission for the
Conservation of Antarctic Marine
Living Resources, the Commission of
the European Community, the United
Nations Environment Programme, the
International Union for the Conserva

tion of National and Natural Resources,
and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission.
Forty-one international conservation,
animal welfare, and other environ
mental organisations also sent
observers. Among them were World
Wildlife Fund International, the Inter
national Marine Animal Trainers'
Association, the Whale Coalition,
Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace Inter
national, International Dolphin Watch,
and the International Transport
Workers' Federation. Observers from
non-governmental organisations are
now required to pay a registration fee.
CATCH LIMITS
Total catch limits by species set for
1984 compared with the 1983 quotas are
set out below. Several of the catch limits
are related to block quotas, and
therefore catches have been averaged
over recent years where marked.
South Hemisphere minke, 4224
(6655); North-east Atlantic minke, 635
(635); Iceland minke, 242 (291);
Okhotsk Sea minke, 320 (421); Yellow
Sea minke, 255/510 for 1984-85 (1000
average 1980-83); West Greenland
minke, 300 (300); Spanish fin, 120
predicted (120); Iceland fin, 161 (167);
Iceland sei, 100 predicted (100); Bryde's
Western North Pacific, 357 (536); Peru
vian, 164 (165); sperm, North Pacific, 0
(400); bowhead, 21 average over two
years (21); Greenland humpback and
fin, 15 (15); gray whale, 179 (179).
Totals, 7093 (11005).
For several years the IWC scientific
committee has recommended that sub
sistence whaling by Alaskan Eskimos
should cease because their main catch,
the bowhead whale, is one of the most
endangered species. Last year the IWC
decided that in 1984 and 1985 the total
strikes should not exceed 43 with no
more than 27 strikes in one year. This
year the number has been reduced to no
more than 21 bowheads landed in any
one year.
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MICROLITES AND COPEPODS
Antarctic carnations are doing well this
winter at Mawson Station. Under the
tender care of the medical officer,
Dr Lynn Williams, the "garden" in the
hydroponics building has provided bowls
of red, white, and yellow carnations to
grace the mess table daily as well as
occasional crops of radish. A long way
from Mawson the Poles at Arctowski
Station on King George Island, South
Shetlands, have produced fresh lettuces
and tomatoes in their greenhouse.

•

•

•

•

In the last 80 years relics of Scott's two
expeditions have found their way to many
parts of the world. Some are still in
private hands. An Australian doctor in
Queensland has a pair of Scott's sledging
gloves presented to Mawson by Lady
Scott. But nobody seems to know what
has happened to Scott's walking stick. He
gave it to his New Zealand agent, Sir
Joseph Kinsey, who later presented it to
W. H. Price, chairman of the Wellington
Harbour Board. In turn he presented it
to Rear-Admiral Byrd in 1947.

Publicity given to the sale in London
of Polar Medals awarded to Captain
Oates and Lieutenant Bowers, who died
with Scott on the return from the South
Pole, has brought to light a Polar Medal
awarded to another member of the party,
Petty Officer Edgar Evans. His original
medal awarded in 1904 for service with
the Discovery expedition was lost, and his
widow received a duplicate when Polar
Medals were awarded to members of the
Plans for a winter research pro
1910-13 expedition. Mrs Evans remarried
and the medal was brought to Sotheby's gramme at Vanda Station in 1985 have
been postponed until 1986 by the
for sale by her grandson.
Antarctic Division, Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research.
• • • •
it was proposed to operate the
Sue Limb, co-author of a biography of Originally
station with a winter team of eight
Captain Oates, says in a recent English scientists and four support staff.
newspaper article that he was famous for
Vanda Station in the Wright Valley
his dishevelled appearance and brusque
manner. She goes on to claim that when has been operated all the year round
Scott's expedition paused on its way south only three times since it was established
to be "feted" at a smart New Zealand in 1967. This was in 1969, 1970, and
1974.
hotel, Oates was mistaken for a gate
crasher and "turfed out". Not sur
Twelve New Zealanders and one
prisingly Miss Limb does not name the American have wintered at Vanda, and
hotel or city (Christchurch?) and there is one man, A. M. Bromley, who is a
no reference whatever to the incident in meteorologist, was there in 1970 and
the biography.
again in 1974 when he was the station
leader. The first team was W. R. Lucy
• •' • •
King George Island in the South (leader), S. K. Cutfield, R. M. Craig,
Shetlands seems in danger of becoming W. J. Johns and A. J. Riordan (United
a trifle crowded. Four nations, Argentina, States).
In 1970 the leader was H. Lowe, and
Chile, Poland, and the Soviet Union have
permanent stations there, Brazil put in a with him were G. H. Lewis, J. R.
summer station last season, and Uruguay McKerrow, and A. M. Bromley.
will do the same this season. The island Bromley's team in 1974 was A. Atkin
is 69km long by 25km wide.
son, P. Thompson and R. J. Newland.

at Vanda
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David Tyree was Antarctic
support commander

One of the most popular of all United States Antarctic com
manders, Rear-Admiral David Merrill Tyree, U.S.N, (retd) died on
August 25 in the Portsmouth Naval Hospital, Virginia, aged 80.
Between 1959 and 1962 he commanded the Naval Support Force,
Antarctica.
A quiet and modest man, David Tyree was less outgoing than his
predecessor, Rear-Admiral George Dufek, who died in 1977, but his
contribution to the modern age of Antarctic exploration and
scientific research was equally significant. During his service in
Antarctica he gained the affection and respect of the international
Antarctic community. New Zealanders engaged in Antarctic research
held him in high regard because of the support and co-operation they
received in their projects.
Because his headquarters were in
Christchurch during most of the four
years and a half of his command David
Tyree
established
a special
relationship
with New
Zealanders,
particularly
in the
city where he made many firm friend
ships. He remembered Christchurch
with particular affection for the rest of
his life. New Zealanders privileged to be
entertained by David and Eleanor
(always known as Sally) at their home,
Hatfield Landing, on an arm of Chesa
peake Bay, Virginia, remember his two
Golden Labradors, one named Wairarapa Kiwi, and his pride in his miniature
flock of New Zealand-bred Suffolk
sheep.
When David Tyree assumed com
mand of the Naval Support Force he
became responsible for the second phase
of United States logistic operations in
Antarctica — the conversion of the
bases built for the International Geo
physical Year (1957-58), the original
"Seven Cities of Antarctica", into per
manent bases. These were not designed
or intended for long-term occupancy,
and a major development and main
tenance programme had to be under
taken under David Tyree's command.

There were three objectives: to
increase the safety of operations; to
increase their effectiveness and ef
ficiency and obtain more science for
each dollar spent; and to provide better
working and living conditions. Some of
the major projects started in David
Tyree's first season of logistic support
for the United States Antarctic Research
Programme by Operation Deepfreeze 60
were the improvement of communica
tion facilities and aviation aids, equip
ment of the Navy's VXE-6 Squadron
with ski-equipped Hercules aircraft, a
nuclear power plant for McMurdo
Station, and the rebuilding of Byrd
Station on a new site under snow.
United States polar scientists
remember David Tyree for the support
provided by aircraft, ships, and ice
breakers for their research operations.
Traverses deep into the interior of
Ellsworth and Marie Byrd Lands, and
from McMurdo Station to the South
Pole, the first penetration of the ice
bound Bellingshausen Sea by ice
breakers, and aerial mapping photo
graphic flights and topographic mapping
of the coast of the Ross Sea and the Ross
Ice Shelf, which added much to know-
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ledge of Antarctica, owed part of their
success to the sympathetic under
standing of scientific needs and problems
by a man with a scientific and engineer
ing background.

capacity he was responsible for the
Navy's participation in nuclear bomb
tests at the proving ground, Eniwetok,
Marshall Islands. He was then appointed
to his Antarctic command.
Appropriately David Tyree handed
David Tyree was born in Washington
and graduated from the United States over his command to another member
Naval Academy, Annapolis, in the class of the Annapolis class of 1925, Rearof 1925. He gained a master's degree in Admiral James R. Reedy, at the South
engineering at the University of Michigan Pole on November 26, 1962, in a bitter
temperature of minus 34deg Celsius. He
in 1934.
returned to the United States and held
Before his promotion to the rank of the post of Antarctic projects officer
rear-admiral in 1952 David Tyree held until his retirement. Later he returned to
various seagoing commands, including polar service in a different sphere,
the battleship New Jersey in the Korean working for the Arctic Institute of
War. He was Assistant Chief of Naval North America.
David Tyree, who is survived by his
Operations (material) in 1952-54, com
manded a cruiser division in 1954-55, wife, of Port Haywood, Virginia, and
his son, David, of Islip, New York, will
and from 1956 to 1958 was Superinten
dent of the United States Naval Gun be long remembered for his outstanding
part in widening knowledge of Antarc
Factory, Washington.
tica. There is a permanent memorial to
Early in 1958 David Tyree was him on the map — Mt Tyree (4965m),
appointed deputy commander of Joint the second highest peak on the con
Task Force 7, and commander of tinent, in the main ridge of the Sentinel
Carrier Task Group 7.3. In the later Range, Ellsworth Mountains. J.M.C.

John Tuck led first navy unit
at South Pole
Tw e n t y - e i g h t y e a r s a g o f o u r
Americans led by Lieutenant Richard
Bowers became the first men to reach
the South Pole by dog team since
Amundsen's day. One man, John Tuck,
who remained to winter at the Pole in
1957, died on August 14 in Worcester,
Massachusetts, after a gun accident at
his home three days earlier. He was 51.
Tuck planned to dispose of a family
collection of rifles and pistols. He was
cleaning the weapons, all assumed to
have been unloaded many years ago,
when one pistol which still had one
bullet discharged. Tuck died in the
University of Massachusetts Hospital.
In 1956, a tall, handsome, bearded
young man, Lieutenant (j-g-) J°nn
Tuck, jr., was appointed commander of
the naval support unit to winter at the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station
which was to be built for the Inter
national Geophysical Year (1957-58).

The scientific leader was Dr Paul Siple,
whose notable Antarctic career began in
1928 when he went south with Byrd.
Originally Tuck went south in the
1955-56 season as officer-in-charge of
the dog teams. He was a Dartmouth
College geography graduate, and as a
United States Naval Reserve officer
learned to train and drive Deepfreeze
huskies in New Hampshire. He wintered
at McMurdo Station in 1956, and in the
late spring flew to the Pole with Bowers
and the construction team which was to
build the station there.
On November 20 eight men and two
teams of huskies were landed on the
Polar Plateau but eight nautical miles
short of the true South Pole. Bowers
decided to leave four men at the landing
site to repair a vehicle damaged in an air
drop, and on November 22 he, Tuck,
William Bristol and Dale Powell reached
the Pole the old-fashioned way.
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Later Tuck flew back to McMurdo
Station to prepare for his duties at the
Pole Station and his second Antarctic
winter. When the station was almost
completed he returned on December 29,
1956, with a five-month-old husky pup,
Bravo. It was the camp mascot for
the 19 men at the Pole but very much
Tuck's dog.
Although Tuck planned to make
exploration his life's work he preferred
geography, taking part in only two
expeditions, first to the Arctic, and then
to the Antarctic. He completed his
master's degree at the Unitersity of
A Swedish-born veteran of Byrd's
First two expeditions, Sven Edward
Roos, died in Florida on May 15. Roos,
who was born in Gothenberg in 1907,
and became a naturalised American
citizen in 1943, was a seaman on the City
of New York (BAE I) and chief of
oceanographic surveyors on the Bear of
Oakland (BAE II). He joined the
Merchant Marine and from 1938 served
aboard Standard Oil tankers, retiring as
a captain in 1970.

Wisconsin, studied at the Scott Polar
Research Institute for his doctorate, and
lectured in geography at the University
of Georgia. Then he gave up university
teaching and moved to Deerfield,
Massachusetts, where he lived for the
rest of his life. He is survived by his
wife, a son, and a daughter.

John William Ackroyd-Kelly, secretarytreasurer of the New Zealand Antarctic
Society for a term in 1951-52, died in
Wellington on April 22, aged 79.
Ackroyd-Kelly, who was associated with
a Wellington export meat company 50
years ago, acted as victualling officer for
Byrd's 1933-35 expedition before the
Jacob Ruppert sailed south on December
12, 1933. In 1935 Byrd gave him passage
in the Bear of Oakland to Boston where
he helped to clear the ships. He assisted
with the unloading at New York of the
Ford monoplane Floyd Bennett left
behind in 1930 after the South Pole
flights, and in Washington he and other
New Zealanders were thanked by Presi
dent Roosevelt for their efforts.

Oates and Bowers Polar Medals sold
Three medals awarded posthumously
to Captain Lawrence Oates, one of the
four men who died with Scott on the
way back from the South Pole in 1912,
were sold to his old regiment, the 6th
Royal Inskilling Dragoons for £50,000

was auctioned for £500. Neale was one
of the wardroom stewards aboard the
ship. The bronze medal was awarded to
men who did less than three voyages in
the Terra Nova.
Prices recorded for the seven medals
offered at auction do not represent the
final cost to the buyers. On top of the
sums called out and recorded as the
hammer falls the successful bidders have
Society and the Royal Italian Geo to pay a buyer's premium, usually
graphical Society, will go to the 10 percent. Therefore the Oates medal
regimental museum in Chester.
could cost his regiment £55,000, the
Identical medals awarded to Lieuten Bowers medals will cost £13,200, and
ant Henry Bowers, Royal Indian the Neale medal £550.
Marine, who also died on the way back
from the Pole, were sold for £12,000.
They were bought by Mr J. Hay ward, a
London medal dealer and collector.
A third Royal Geographical Society
medal in bronze awarded to one of the
crew of the Terra Nova, W. H. Neale,
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ANTARCTIC BOOKSHELF
After nearly 70 years the Antarctic sonalities which have become part of
diary of Tryggve Gran, the ski expert Antarctic history. Dr Hattersley-Smith,
with Scott's last expedition, has been who knew several members of Scott's
published in English for the first time last expedition, including Gran himself,
under the title of "The Norwegian with has woven into the text of the diary
Scott". It has been translated by Gran's short extracts from the published
daughter, Mrs Ellen-Johanne McGhie, writings of other members of the expediand edited by Dr Geoffrey Hattersley- tion to provide a broader perspective of
Smith.
events
and
people.
When Gran died at his home in Dr Hattersley-Smith has had a long
Norway on January 8, 1980, at the age association with north and south polar
of 90, he was the sole survivor of the regions. He was a base leader with the
expedition's shore party, and apart from Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey,
the two Russians, Demetri Gerof, and has done glaciological research in the
Anton Omelchenko, the groom, was Canadian Arctic, and has been with the
the only non-British member of the British Antarctic Survey since 1973.
expedition. He was only 21, but an Ellen-Johanne McGhie was born and
accomplished skier, when Scott invited educated in Oslo and has lived in eight
him to join the expedition as a ski countries. She has worked on numerous
expert. • translations for the National Maritime
Gran's diary, "Hvor Sydliset Museum, Greenwich.
Flammer" ("Where the Southern Lights Published in hardback at £9.95 "The
Blaze") was published in Norway in Norwegian with Scott" will be available
1915. Although he lectured extensively in New Zealand from Whitcoulls Ltd,
on Scott's expedition in later years, g. H. Bennett & Co. Ltd, 38-42
Grans is said to have refused to allow his Broadway Avenue, Palmerston North
personal account to be translated and or through Thomas C. Lothian Pty Ltd,
published in English "because it was a g8 Nelson Street, Auckland, 1. Inquiries
British enterprise and I was a foreigner, ^y "Antarctic" subscribers in countries
and it wouldn't be right for me to seem outsjde Britain and New Zealand should
to take away from their glory." be made to Her Majesty's Stationery Of"The Norwegian with Scott: Tryggve fice, St Crispins, Duke Street, Norwich
Gran's Antarctic Diary 1910-13" has NR3 1PQ, United Kingdom or to the
been published in London this month by Government Bookshop, 49 High
Her Majesty's Stationery Office. It Holborn, London WC IV 6HB, United
throws new light on events and per- Kingdom.
RYMILL VETERANS
BGLE is regarded as a model of wooden Fox Moth, flown on floats and
privately organised scientific exploring skis, was used to map and photograph
expeditions for its achievements with more than 1609km of coastline,
limited funds, and its successful use of Dr Bertram, who later became
an aircraft, sledge dogs, and a 130-tonne director of the Scott Polar Research
wooden ship to support the field parties. Institute, went south originally as a
Except for the captain and chief biologist and sailor aboard the Penola.
engineer the old French-built three- He joined the shore party in place of
masted topsail schooner Penola was Brian Roberts who had to return to Port
sailed by a volunteer crew of amateurs. Stanley for an appendicitis operation
Sledge dogs were bred and trained at the and worked in the Falklands and on
Argentine Islands base for southern South Georgia. Alf Stephenson was
journeys, and the single-engined chief surveyor and meteorologist.
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ADVERTISING RATES
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